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Rhodes, Woody lead
Ford's lost Ohio push

I

COLUMBUS i AP l-President Ford came to the Buckeye state yesterday for
an llth hourpep talk, winding up the campaign for what he called "one of the
most critical elections in the history of the United States."
Aided by sunny skies, the President drew a crowd of 9,000 to a rally on the
Statehouse lawn.
"This is one of the most critical elections in the history of the United
States." Ford said, it's the election that will set our course for the first four
years of our third century."
OHIO STATE football Coach Woody Hayes warmed up the crowd, using
gridiron jargon to urge Ford's supporters to bring out the vote for the
Republican ticket.
Gov. James A. Rhodes, wearing a business suit and hiking boots, introduced
Ford, saying We came here for one thing and one thing only-to hear from
our neighbor and President."
Midway through his speech, the President called former Democratic
governor and senator, Frank J. tausche, to the podium. Uiuscho, who has
endorsed Ford, proceeded to give a five-minute denunciation of Carter.
"ICALLUPON especially the independents, to assert yourself in this hour
for the good of the country,"' Lausche said, "I have already cast my ballot for
Ford and Sen Robert Taft."
Ford stuck to the patriotic theme he has used in recent appearances and
outlined what he called differences between himself and Carter.
I stand for lower taxes, more jobs, a balanced budget, lower federal
spending, beating inflation, a clean environment, peace and liberty in the
United States of America." Ford said during the 25-minute speech from the
Statehouse steps.
He was interrupted several times with chants of "We Want Ford." A
scattering of Carter placards were in evidence and police led away a small
group of nonaligned hecklers.
After the speech, Ford spent about 10 minutes with Rhodes and his staff in
the governor's office.
|r

SGA elections may be
held in spring quarter

I'"

By Cyndi Bloom
Staff Reporter

I

A motion was presented and tabled to change Student Government
Association i SG A) elections to spring quarter from winter quarter during last
night's SGA meeting.
The proposal suggested that petitions be handed out starting March 28,
returned by April 8, allowing two weeks for candidates to get the required
signatures. The following two and a half weeks of campaigning would
culminate on April 27, election day, and the new officers would begin their
internships on May 9. They would take off ice in June.
Bill Burns, SGA president, said he was in agreement with the proposal.
"Elections in February allowed for a four-month lag, where no one was sure
which group should be working. Having elections in spring would put the new
people in office sooner when they would be more aggressive-and enthused"
HE ALSO said holding elections on a spring day might help voter turnout,
because of better weather.
The motion was tabled however, because the Elections and Opinions Board
had not been notified of the proposed changes. It is scheduled to be brought up
at the next SGA meeting.
Mario Sansotta, of Cultural Boost, asked SGA for $350 to help finance a $600
concert program held in different dormitories.
"The program would run weekdays for seven weeks, Jan. 10 to March 2,
with two concerts a week. We would schedule jazz ensembles, guitar duets
and string ensembles for hour and a half concerts," he said.
Senators questioned whether the sum should be advanced for a program
that may not be well-received. Sansotta was asked to survey dorm social
chairmen to see if students would attend the concerts.

I»

BURRIS said he could see helping fund a trial concert sometime this
quarter to measure student reaction.
Sansotta eventually withdrew the proposal and asked SGA to consider the
matter until he had more information.
STUDENT input on the proposed surcharge to make up for state funding
cutbacks still is needed by the Board of Trustees, Mark Kerns, student
representative to the Board, said.
"The one percent decrease. $250,000, can affect the student's in one of three
ways: a surcharge of $9 for both winter and spring quarters, cutting funding
for University programs or a combination of both," Kerns said.
He explained the trustees delayed action on the problem at their Oct. 21
meeting but would like to take action at the Nov. 15 meeting.

SGA advisory group
established by Burris
H

J

By Cyndi Bloom
Staff Reporter

One more
time

N.wiphoto by Windy Million

Democratic presidential hopeful J
bv media reporters and supporters

Carter was swamped
as he made a stop in

Toledo at Southwyrk Mall. Carter stressed unemployment and
inflation in his address to the crowd.

Carter courts Toledoans at mall
By Kevin McCray
Managing Editor
TOLEDO-Recognizing the importance of Ohio's 25 electoral votes
in today's election. Democratic
presidential candidate Jimmy Carter
brought his campaign to the state for
the final time last Friday.
Addressing an estimated crowd of
12,000 in Southwyck Mall, Carter
thanked the people of Ohio for their
support throughout his campaign.
"You've got me here today; next
Jan. 20th you're going to have me for
four long years if I'm elected
president,'' Carter said.
Carter was campaigning hard,
mentioning a Department of Commerce report released on Friday that
he says indicates seven of 11
economic indicators fell during
September.

"THIS SHOWS that in months to
come we are going to have much
more severe economic problems
than we have had in the past," Carter
said.
The economy was an issue Carter
emphasized heavily, particularly
unemployment and inflation.
"One of the major responsibilities
that I will have working with the
Congress, working with the industry,
working with labor, working with
you, is to get American people back
to work beginning next January,"
Carter told the largely partisan
crowd.
"I think it's time to make America
a working nation and not a welfare
nation," he said.
CLAIMING THAT inflation was
destroying the incentive to save
money for a home, Carter said, "It

took us 70 years to reach the point
CARTER RECALLED how his
where more than half the American campaign, with few supporters,
families could afford to buy their own began 22 months ago in barbershops,
home.
restaurants, union halls, livestock
"But in the last eighty years, under centers and shopping centers "to talk
Nixon and Ford, the cost of an alittleandlistenalot."
average family has doubled and the
He spoke of what he believed he
interest rates have gone up 50 per had seen during his campaign.
cent and now less than one third of
"The American people have been
the American families can afford to hurt in the last eight years...but I've
■»also seen in our nation a deterbuy a home," he said.
mination, a strength, a courage, a
"If we work together we can have a unity that's going to bind us together
strong nation economically again next Tuesday (today) and make a
and that's a pledge I'll make to you; change in Washington in January.
that we'll start on together after the
Appearing with Carter at the
election is over," Carter said.
In his administration. Carter said, Toledo Jaycee-sponsored rally were
foreign policy would be "made by the several Democratic officials, inpeople, supported by a bipartisan cluding U.S. Sen. John Glenn, Senate
Congress and where the president is hopeful Howard Metzenbaum, and
the spokesman of our nation and not US. Rep. Thomas L Ashley (D.the secretary of state."
Ohio).

Wooster St. widening bill tabled
as council continues debate
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
If City Council does not pass
legislation drawn up by the state of
Ohio regarding the proposed East
Wooster Street widening, the project
cannot begin.

become a reality, Municipal
Administrator Wesley K. Hoffman
said.
ALTHOUGH the councilmen said
they understood the legislation would
not commit the city in any way, they
decided to postpone voting on it after
lengthy discussion.

University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. heads a President's Advisory
Panel and Student Government Association President Bill Burris said he can
see a need for an SGA panel too.
"Last year when I was campaigning, I said I wanted to increase communication between the students, faculty, administrators and SGA. This
panel would give me feedback from students; it would be a vehicle of intercommunication for all of us," Burris said.
The SGA President's Panel consists of representatives from Union
Activities Organization, The BG News, Interf raternity Council, Panhellenic
Council, Veteran's Club, International Students Organization, Human Rights
Alliance, the Commuter Center, Black Student Union and SGA.

The legislation, which was introduced in August, was brought up
for discussion again at last night's
City Council meeting.
It gives the Ohio Department of
Transportation's (ODOT) director
assurance that the city will cooperate
in financing the project should it

"The councilmen won't pass it
because they don't understand the
process," Hoffman said. "They're
going to bring it up again to make
sure we're not biting off more than
we can chew."

Weather

"WHEN SGA members were on the retreat in October, I asked the senators
to list three organizations on campus that had a lot of power or affected a
large number of students. I compiled the membership from these
suggestions,'' he said.
■The panel could have the atmosphere of a think tank. This way, when I am
called before administrators to voice the students' opinions I will have firsts
hand information" he said.
"Instead of a splintered student body with different organizations off in
their own comers, we can combine forces to solve the students' problems.
Also if a certain organization has a problem, perhaps a member from another
group could aid themfrom his past experience," BiTris continued.

Mostly cloudy and breezy today
with a chance of afternoon
showers, high in the low to mid
50s. Mostly cloudy with a chance
of showers tonight and
tomorrow. Low tonight in the
low and mid 30s, Ugh tomorrow
hi the upper 40s and low 50s.
Chance of rain 40 per cent today
and 50 per cent tonight

Hoffman explained the ODOT has a
strict ore"- r of processes in which the
city must participate before federal
funding can be awarded for the
project.

DIRT DAMAGE

Council also discussed residents'
reactions to the widening project,
aired at a public meeting Oct. 19.
Council President Bruce H. Bellard
said although many persons attended
that meeting, there were only 35
whom the meeting was not mandatory class work.

HE ADDED that although the tone
of the meeting was unfavorable
toward the proposal, afterwards he
spoke to persons who said they
favored it, yet did not speak up tliat
night.
"The problem was that the those
who use the street were not there,"
Hoffman said. "At meetings like that
you get people who object."
Other public meetings will be held
to determine alternatives to the
proposal of widening East Wooster
Street to a four-lane highway from
Interstate 75 to the ConRail tracks if
the legislation is approved, Hoffman
said.
"At those hearings we'll see what
the city can afford and what the city
wants," he said.
One alternative to widening the
street was suggested by Milton
Geiger, 219 Pike St., who said the
University should widen driveways
off East Wooster Street so cars do not
have to stop or slow down if another
car is already in the drive.
"You'd solve half the problem
right there," he said.
Hoffman announced the city has
received a $357,000 federal grant for
the ward two improvement project,

adding that the city will begin advertising for bids next week.
George Russell, director of
planning, housing and zoning, said
he does not expect the project to
actually begin until January.

Inside The News...
Democratic presidential
candidate Jimmy Carter visited
Toledo last Friday. News staff
reporter Dennis Sadowski gives
his impressions on the rally,
while Mindy Milligan and Dan
Bomeli give their impressions
through a camera. See page
seven.
Union Activities Organization
held a pumpkin eating contest
last Friday night. See photos on
page five.
Bowling Green football coach
Don Nehlen doesn't think The BG
News supports his football
program Read sports editor Bill
Estep's column on page 14.

opinion
defeat the city issue
In our final endorsement, the Newt advocate* the defeat of the
city Issue which would levy a $5 licence tax on can whose owners are
registered to vote In Bowling Green, with the collections going lo the
city's road improvement fund.
It is true that the city is desparately In need of funds to repair and
resurface roads, especially in Ward 2, and costly traffic lights are
needed, but the city is going about it in the wrong way.
Local politicians have found It hard enough to encourage students
to register to vofe in the city, but by using voter registration as a basis
for a tax. efforts to encourage voting could be dampened even more.
Using the city listed on automobile registration is a.much better
' indication of where an automobile .is used and something-could be
worked but with he University to cover students.
A yes vote for this issue would mean the price of license plates will
rise from $15 to $20, an increase-which It Justified because, the
money is badly needed. But, by'the same token. University students
. concerned enough to-register to Vate In the city will be socked with a
$5 fine on their cars.,'
• Voter aftendence is' low enough, and It Is safe to assume -that the
' passage of this Issue would not make turnouts any larger. Vote
against it. - .
,
'
*

a vote for voting
For everyone who does not frequent the polls on election days
because you feel your vote it too insignificant to count', your chance to
make your opinion known has come.
In the landslide elections of 1964 or 1972. it is understandable that '
many voters, especially the young, could have thrown up their hands
with a powerless feeling. But this year it different.
The feeling among experts is almost unanimous that today's
presidential election Is "too close to call," with a percentage one way
or another possibly deciding who will rule the most powerful nation In
the world for the next four years--and yet pollsters say half of eligible
voters will not vote.
Especially In Ohio, a close race which could swing the election to
either Jimmy Carter or President Ford, each and every vote Is crucial.
And If the presidential race does not motivate you, how about the
one for senator?
Sen. Robert Taft Jr. and challenger Howard M. Metzenbaum are
running neck and neck and that Senate seat it up for grabs. Yet many
still say their vote Is powerless. Keep in mind that a race for senator In
New Hampshire a few years ago was decided by two voters and the
case still is not finally settled.
If major parties don't satisfy you, then go to the polls and catt a vote
for the third party candidates or vote In the local elections. But the
important factor it that at many people at possible vote-the more
voices heard In our government, the better.
The choice is yours--ls this going to be another tlt-out year or are
you going to vote? We suggest the latter.

let's hear from you
The News welcomes opinion fnun its readers hi the form of letters to
the editor which comment on published columns, editorial policy or any
other topic of interest
All letters should be typewritten and triple spaced. They must be
signed and the author's address and phone number must be Included for
verification.
Utters can be sent to: Letters to the Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.
The News reserves the right to reject any letters or portions of letters
if they are deemed In bad taste or malicious. No personal attacks or
name-calling will be published.
Readers wishing to submit guest c-otunsu should follow a slmillar
procedure.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

voting for nobody today
are a hoax, and an anti-democratic ,
make them seem crucial. Do we cut
one at that. It's possible to have
the Defense Department budget by 4
reasonably
democratic
and.
per cent or do we hike it by 4 per
representative government without '
cent? That's the sort of thing that
Nicholas
meaningful elections, and we have ft,
Ford-Carter have been quareuing
but we're unhappy with it.
%,
von HoHman
about. The Nixon initiatives aside and he paid dearly for them - our
We want real political parties that
foreign policy was fixed 30 years ago
hate each other and are recognizably
and neither candidate shows signs of
and abruptly different. In the past -.
changing that. Domestically it's
we've had the' sort of blind and. . |
been closer to 50 years since a
believing loyalty to the parties which
president could be fairly said to have
have a mandate to do anything dif- proposed new directions. Theorhoice , has made them seem different, .but • ,|
only rarely and for short periods- •
ferent or spectacular. A rnan elected in this election doesn't involve where
have our major parties disagreed in'
president by 30 percent or less of the you want to go, but only how fast you
.' . * the basic way European parties often •]
eligible voters is, .a caretaker want to get there.
president. '
So the Ad Council, the League of do. Two strong parties can produce
just as much .of a stalemate as we
Ford and Carter-appear to know by Women Voters and the rest of the
have now, only they tend tp.be louder
intuition' that whoever wins is finky apparatus of civic virtue urge
and more disruptive.
ELECTION' DAY is toe destined to play caretaker and that us to vote, 'not to elect anyone but to
■Eucharjstic feast of our democracy, any effort in the direction of a major reaffirm the political system. Voting
MILLIONS MAY wan*, a real and it is important in the eyes of" the policy shift won't be tolerated This is coming to have as much or as little
second party, America may need
bishops of big labor and.the ar- is one of the reasons why both! of meaning as playing the Oh, Say Can
one, but the base for it, the cohesion
chbishops of big business and, the. them have had to promise such in-. You See before the opening kickoff.
of people and ideas doesn't exist. For
mitered abbots of the vast tangibles during the campaign. *
That's why the League of Women
the time being the best we may be
professional groups that we all _ Carter is big on giving us com- Voters (using males as their
able to do is persuade more and more
partake of communion together. It is passion while Ford favors binding up spokesmen for some odd reason) can
people not to vote, thereby
the revevifying act which binds us to our wounds and going with the unity sponsor a series of debates between
destroying our present politics and
our institutions and commits us anew pitch. The wounds are largely non- the two major candidates on the
creating the conditions for a new one.
tothe credo of our political order. existent, and unity and compassion issues when the biggest issue is how
That's why, although abstention are qualities candidates promise come we have elections without
The old political adage is that you
from voting is regarded as a valid when they're too scared to be more
can't beat somebody with nobody;
statement of position in other places, specific.
but maybe you can. At any rate, it's
ALL OF this is unobjectionable
here it is seen as a denial of the
respectable this year to brag you're
THE BUSINESS of this campaign, save for the fact that millions of us
responsibilities of citizenship or an
not going to vote. So do your
Ignorant refusal to sip the nectar of as well as many others, has been to don't like it. We think that elections
Bicentennial Thing today. Sleep late.
magnify the small differences and without issues which decide anything
the highest privilege.
Thus not voting is a way of saying
I'm not impressed by all these
symbols, I'm not in awe of them, I'm
not taken in by them, and for my life
at least they have nothing to say.
Failure to vote isn't an attack on the
system, nothing so strong as that, but
it is a rejection of it, and that's why
the possibility, that less than half the
eligilble voters will turn up today is
causing creases and wrinkles of
unhappiness in the seats of power.
WASHINGTON - The Advertising
Council, the organization which
unofficially speaks for the megaorganizations in our society, has a
commercial on the air saying, "Vote!
It's the Bicentennial thing todo."
To corporate America, the act of
voting is more important than whom
you vote for. Nobody who was
concerned about the outcome of the
election, who cared about who wins
or who loses, would dream of putting
such an ad on television. Compare
the benign attitude toward the outcome of this election to how they
were carrying on at the.prospect of
the wrong people winning a majority
in Portugal last year.

FOUR YEARS ago no more than
half of the eligibles voted, so that
what's happening now js something
other than a condemnation of The
Ford and The Carter. Nor is this the
first time in the history of our
country people refused to vote.
We had low voter participation at
the beginning of the 19th Century
until the explosive political upheaval
that was Andrew Jackson. Thusnon-voting doesnt necessarily presage
the end of our form of government or
anything so terribly dire, but it does
rob the winner of any valid claim to

betters
trappings
In response to the letter on the
banning of leghold traps in Ohio we
have compiled information to
disclaim Mr. Mark ley's knowledge of
how our wildlife should be managed.
Apparently, he has allowed his
emotions to run rampant while being
obscured from the facts.
First, he refers to traps as being
"cruel and inhumane." Actually
leghold traps are designed to catch
animals alive and to restrain them
What occurs is that the animal
caught in a leghold trap finds the
limb becomes numb and, unable to
free it, lies quietly in the trap until
the trappers return. Despite popular
belief, the majority of trappers visit
their traps every day, which is
required by law.
Everyone,
assuredly, realizes that there are
those irresponsible persons that
create a bad image for those that
treat this sport as a source of
relaxation or income.
Secondly, he claims that "man
persists in making animals suffer."
Come now, Mr. Markley, is that
accurate? What is accurate is that
through the continuous expansion of
man's population man encroaches
upon the already dwindling
resources that remain for wildlife. If
trapping were to be banned this
encroachment would result in gross
overpopulations and consequent
outbreaks of trarisrnittable diseases
such as rabies, distemper, mange
and tularemia. Death by such a
means would be a much worse
"torture" than the cortroued harvest
of excess furbearers trapping
provides.

As far as ecology and conservation
are concerned, hunters and trappers
voluntarily
contribute
approximately $200 million annually
through licenses, tags, and permits.
Very little, if any, financial support is
received from the state's general
fund for wildlife management and
protection.
Another fallacy found in Mr.
Markley's article was his statement
that "the leghold trap is so in(ILscrimating in trapping animals
that more useless furs are collected
than useful ones." Virtually every
furbearing animal Inhabiting Ohio's
woocDots has a market for its pelt.
The statement "useless furs" is thus
preposterous since unwanted
animals caught in leghold traps are
released unharmed.
If Mr. Markley wishes to ban
leghold traps there are a number of
individuals interested in hearing his
alternate methods for controlling
furbearing populations with equal
success. Conservation methods such
as hunting and trapping have already
been designed to improve the overal'
fitness of those game arum
populations. So do your four-legr J
friends a favor and find out the facts
which can be obtained from the
National Wildlife Federation,
Denver, Colorado or from the Ohio
Fish and Game Department,
Columbus, Ohio.
DonDietsch

XI Georgia
MikeHinsch
702V, Sixth

reasoning
I believe It is time for a little calm.

logical reasoning to be used in regard
to the recent events concerning Paul
X Moody, as opposed to the
emotional, racist outbursts brought
forth by certain members of the
Bowling Green campus, the most
recent being that of Christine X
Davis.
I will agree with Ms. Davis that it
does not appear that Mr. Moody
received a fair trial. From the
newspaper accounts in both The BG
News and the Daily Sentinel-Tribune,
it is doubtful that Mr. Moody was
guilty "beyond a shadow of a doubt,"
and I too consider it an injustice that
he was found guilty. I wish him all
the luck in his appeal.
However, I cannot agree with Ms.
Davis' tendencies of grouping all
whites into a single mold (i.e.,
"kindergarten minded, Illogical
Caucasian nuts"), just as I am
certain you could not agree if I made
a statement echoing that of Earl
Bub:.
Paul X Moody should not have been
convicted because of contradictory
evidence uncovered during the trial.
For this reason alone he should be
exonerated, not because he is black.
I do not assume he is guilty because
he is black, nor should you, Ms.
Davis, assume he is innocent because
of his race.
By using inflammatory and
inaccurate statements in your letter,
you do nothing but alienate decent
people who would otherwise be
sympathetic to Mr. Moody's plight. I
suggest, Ms. Davis, that the next
time you are so inclined to write a
letter to the editor, think before you
type.
Robert M.Dickinson
533 S. College

football
Wednesday's BG News carried a
column hinting that Bowling Green
football fans are "disillusioned" and,
thus, wouldn't attend Saturday's
game against Central Michigan.
Well I'm one of those fans who
"spent Friday night in Oxford to
boast and brag" about the Falcon
team. I'm also one of the fans who
sat through "three hours of continuous rain and frustrating defeat"
But, I'm not one of those fans that
Terry Goodman interviewed for his
article. Nor do I share the opinion
presented by that column.
Obviously, I, along with every
other BG fan, coach and player, was
disappointed by our loss to Miami
But such a set-back inspires me to
off er our team even more support.
The Bowling Green football team
has given us a season of exciting
games. Their victories have "made"
the weekends for many of us. The
main reason the BG boosters were
victorious in Friday's fun in Oxford
was our enthusiasm. Miami fans
were, for the most part, unenthusiastic and negative about the
next day's game; and, they didn't
have nearly as much fun Friday
night I was discouraged by the
Miamians' lack of faith and support.
The Falcon team now faces the
toughest point in their season. Not
that taking the conference title is not
likely, they stand at a turning point
Should they let down and throw
away all the work that went into
winning those first games? Or,
should they continue to give their allproving that our first wins were not
flukes and that we are a great tearnand end the season with an impressive record?

The choice is not entirely up to the
football team. It also confronts the
fans. If we expect the team to keep
their spirit and conviction to winning,
we cannot stop giving them our
support. The fan who deserts his
team at such a crucial point is the fan
who invites the team to let down and
waste the entire season.
We, as fans, are certainly no more
disappointed by the loss to Miami
than are the players. Yet they must
go out and play four more games. I

hope most BG fans will not desert the
Falcon team for the rest of the
season. We can't expect them to give
more than we are willing to give.
So, come out and cheer on the
Falcons, enjoy yourself, and don't let
one defeat destroy your season,
either.
Stephanie Baker
206 Mac North
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Day in Review Library extends service hours
From Associated Press Reports
THE RACE for the White House is so
close that no lead for either man could
be perceived in nearly half the states
yesterday, making the election too close
tocalL
Jimmy Carter still led in electoral
votes in a final state-by-state survey by
The Associated Press but neither man
was certain of enough votes for victory.
And in many cases the margin for
Carter or President Ford was thin and
uncertain.
Twenty-four states with 237 electoral
fotes were rated as tossups in the
survey. Carter was seen as leading in 15
states and the District of Columbia for
210 electoral votes, and Ford was ahead
in 11 states with 91 votes.
The winner needs 270 electoral votes.
The AP survey is based on independent polls where available, or on
the consensus of experienced political
observers, campaign and party officials
and reporters covering the campaign.
The final election eve survey reflected
a shrinking of Carter's lead since a
similar AP survey last week. Carter's
early lead in the popular vote had also
all but disappeared, according to the
majorindependentpolls. But the Harris
and Gallup polls found Ford and Carter
within a point of each other in the
popular vote, a difference within the
pollsters' margin of error.
HOW DO YOU MOVE about $752.5
million in cash and securities? As
quickly and quietly as possible. Bank of
Oklahoma officials say.
That's how they moved $2.5 million in
cash and $750 million in securities
Sunday afternoon. They had the help of
about three dozen persons, including
nine employes of Brink's. Inc.. eight offduty policemen and seven uniformed
policemen in patrol cars.
It took about three hours to move the
357 sacks and boxes of cash and coins
and the 192 boxes of securities from the
old bank vault to the new bank a block
away, said W. W. Foster Jr.. the bank's
vice president of operations.
The securities now are stashed safely
behind a foot-thick solid steel vault door
" with a 72-hour time clock. The vault has
18-inch walls of concrete and reinforced
steelmesh.
All streets and alleys around the bank
buildings were sealed off for the threehour move.
AS JIMMY CARTER campaigned
yesterday in Sacramento and Ixs
Angeles, he also dealt with a new
problem, raised by the cancellation of
services at his Plains. Ga. Baptist
church on Sunday after a black minister
attempted to worship there.
Carter told a Sacramento news
conference he disagreed with the church
deacons who canceled the service, but
would not resign from the church. "I
can't resign from the human race
because there's discrimination," Carter
said. "I can't resign from America
because there's discrimination. I can't
resign from my church because there's
discrimination.

THE SUPREME COURT yesterday
refused to hear arguments of the
Human Life Amendment Group against
a state court order permitting the withdrawal of life supporting equipment
from Karen Quinlan.
The court turned down a request by
Stephen Garger and Richard Gallagher,
representatives of the organization, for
review of the New Jersey Supreme
Court decision.
Neither Garger, Gallagher nor the
group was a party to the state court
proceedings and consequently they
would not normally have a right to have
their appeal considered by the high
court.
They told the justices they entered the
case because none of the defendants
sought to appeal and because they
thought there was a"crying need for
judicial controlling guidelines from this
court applicable to comatose patients."
Quinlan, 22. has been in a coma since
April 15.1975.
AUBRAN WAYNE MARTIN, convicted five years ago in the
assassination of United Mine Workers
rebel Joseph Yablonski, was sentenced
yesterday to three consecutive life
terms.
The 28-year-old triggerman was the
last of nine defendants to be sentenced
in the 1969 deaths of Yablonski and his
wife and daughter. They were shot
while sleeping in their Clarksville, Pahome, three weeks after Yablonski lost
a bitter union election to W. A. "Tony"
Boyle.
Yesterday's proceeding was the
second time Martin faced Washington
County Judge Charles G. Sweet for
sentencing. In 1973, Sweet sentenced
Martin to die in the electric chair, but
that order was later overturned by the
state Supreme Court.
WALTER A. BURKS JR., a member
of the Ohio Board of Education, Sunday
criticized Cleveland Mayor Ralph J.
Perk's call for area mayors to consider
ways to avoid any court plan for
Cleveland schools that may require
busing.
Petk's gesture was in response to a
request by the state board that Ohio
school officials prepare a desegregation
plan to include suburbs as well as a plan
for Cleveland schools alone.
Burks, from Cleveland, said the board
is attempting to comply with the order
by U.S. Judge Frank J. Battisti to find
solutions to desegregation in Cleveland
schools, and that no decisions have been
made.
Saying Perk's response was
premature and suggests "racism and
politics," Burks said, "It is well known
that those cities which accomplished
desegregtion of their schools without
violence did so because of the
enlightened and dynamic leadership of
their communities.
"Therefore, to find the mayor of
Cleveland attempting to form a
coalition of mayors to avoid any court
plan to desegregate the Cleveland
public schools is unconscionable,"
Burks added.

By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
After cutting back
service at the beginning of
the quarter, the University
Library has extended its
hours following student
protest of the reduced
schedule.
Friday hours have been
changed to 8 a.nvlO p.m.
and Saturday hours are 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Other hours
remain the same, from 8
a.m.-midnight
Monday
through Thursday and 1
p. m. -midnight Sunday.

In September. Friday
hours were cut to 8 a.m.-5
p. in and Saturday hours to
1-5 p.m The cutback was
made because of a
decrease in the library's
temporary employment
fund.
The rescheduling was
made without adding
money to the temporary
employment fund.
LIBRARY Director
Melville R. Spence explained that the library
will keep its doors open
longer, but will not increase student employment hours.

ALTHOUGH OVERSHADOWED by
presidential and congressional elections, today's balloting will also
determine the future of nuclear power in
six states.
The nuclear power industry beat back
an antinuclear initiative in a California
referendum last June, only to see six
more spring up on the ballots of Arizona,
Colorado, Washington, Oregon, Montana and Ohio.
The passage of any one of them would
be a grave setback to the nuclear industry.
AD six ballot proposals are essentially
similar, requiring guarantees of safety
and full accident-compensation, affirmed by both houses of a state's
legislature, before that state can permit
a nuclear power plant or related
facility.
Environmental groups and other
supporters say such guarantees are
justified by the alleged hazards of
nuclear power.
The nuclear and electric utility industries say the proposed guarantees
are so tough they would actually ban
further nuclear power in any state
adopting them, leading to electricity
shortages.

The extension was a
matter of priorities, according to Spence. He said
he feels students would
rather experience slower

service than reduced
hours.
Spence said the new
hours will go into effect
this weekend if employes'
hours can be rescheduled
in time.
A REQUEST for additional funds has been
made to the Provost's
office. Because of the
current budget crunch at
the University and the
necessity of making
spending cutbacks in some
areas, Spence said he is not
optimistic that the request
will be granted.

The library's financial
situation could be hurt
further by an employee
pay increase scheduled for
January.
Spence said he does not
know whether the pay
boost was included in the
IJbrary's budget, but if it
was not. it could mean a
winter quarter cutback in
library hours
He added that winter
quarter hours for the
library have not been
established and will not be
set until the financial
picture is clarified.

Dems urged not to vote Independent
By Roger Lowe
As the polls open today,
various
prominent
Democrats appear to have
tried to get the voters to
unite behind Jimmy Carter
and not to vote for Eugene
McCarthy.
Independent
presidential candidate.
Both Rep. Morris K.
lii;ill. {D. Arizona) an
unsuccessful challenger to
Carter in the primaries,
and Ohio Lieutenant

Governor, Richard F.
Celeste, have recently
circulated letters saying a
vote for McCarthy is a vote
taken from Carter. They
also said that this shift of
voters from Carter to
McCarthy could swing the
election in favor of
President Ford.
Udall said a vote for
McCarthy in several of the
key states "would be
tantamount to a vote for
the President."

In a similar vein.
Celeste, holding the same
basic philosophy, said,
"Gene McCarthy may be
Gerald Ford's last best
hope."
CELESTE
said
McCarthy's effort is not a
serious challenge to the
two-party system, but an
effort based on sentiment.
"The plain fact is: the
nation will choose between
Jimmy Carter and Gerald

Ford,'' he said in his letter.
Udall concludes his
letter with: "Ifearthatwe
will
deserve
the
everlasting contempt of
history if we, by casting a
vote for McCarthy, hand
ourselves another term of
GOP ruleDennis M. Anderson,
assistant professor of
political science and
McCarthy's
vice
presidential choice in Ohio,
said "Udell's statement is

typical liberal hyperbole.''
Anderson said Celeste
and Udall assume the
McCarthy supporters are
not raising any significant
issues and conceding it is a
Ford-Carter election.
HE SAID
Udall's
argument is "the lesser of
two evils argument." and
that as long as the people
believe there are only two
parties, the two parties will
control the voters and their
alternatives.

No lines form to turn in guns in Mass.
BOSTON
(AP)--A
statewide
"domestic
disarmanent race," a
chance for people to
surrender their guns with
no questions asked,
produced a grand total of
one
rusty
revolver
yesterday.
As police departments
waited for the guns that
never came, promoters of
the turn-in drive admitted
that gun owners probably
will not give up their
weapons unless they are
forced to.
The event was meant to
publicize a statewide
referendum on today's
ballot that would do just
that. The referendum calls
for a ban on ownership of
handguns for everyone
except
police
and
museums.
The three-day drive
began Sunday and continues through today. But
a survey of 22 police
departments yesterday
showed the drive being
ignored
almost
everywhere.
THE ONLY REPORT of
a weapon turned in was an
old, uncared for revolver
delivered to the police
station in Littleton, a
suburb west of Boston.

The turn-in program was
organizd by Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis and Sheriff
John Buckley of Middlesex
County. Handgun owners
must have licenses in
Massachusetts, but police
agreed to accept weapons
with no questions asked
and even pick them up
from the homes of people
who kept them illegally.
"Sherriff Buckley
thought there would be a
deluge," said Police Chief
Bernard
Vacon
in
Stoneham. "Personally, I
thought we might get 10 or
15. I put a* sergeant in
charge and had receipts
ready, but there hasn't
been a one. This shows
what people are thinking."

come in by today, but the
governor's
chief
spokesman said he was not
surprised by the apparent
failure of the program.
"People who bought
guns bought them for a
purpose, and they won't

■
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program.
When asked about the
sin TONS of the effort, the
response of \k. Ralph
Antonetti in Weymouth
was typical.
"You gotta be kidding."
he said. "I don't expect
any lines tube forming."

.
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turn them in until they're
against the law," said the
spokesman, Michael
Widmer.
In
Boston
and
Springfield, the state's two
biggest cities, no guns
were turned in during tl»e
first two days of the

Remember for Treasurer

AN AIDE to Buckley
said more guns might

-WOOD COUNTY TREASURER
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"'This is not my church, it's God's
church," Carter said.
There was no way to measure the
impact the episode in Plains might have
on black voters.

"If we have the same
number of student hours
spread over more library
hours, service is bound to
be slower," Spence said.
He added that he received
complaints concerning the
time it takes to get a book
reshelved when cuts were
made in September and
expects more complaints
once
workers
are
rescheduled.

THE MIDWEST'S BIGGEST BEER BLAST
Thursday, November 4th
College Night At

AdwrtiMTwnt

THE SUPREME COURT yesterday
refused to review a challenge by an Ohio
legislator that the General Telephone
Co. illegally charged more than 300,000
customers some $49 million over three
years.
The justices let stand a decision by the
Ohio Supreme Court that the charges,
derived from a disputed rate increase,
were legal.
State Sea Gene Slagle (D.-Galion),
suing on behalf of his Marion, Ohiobased real estate firm, claimed rates
between June 1972 and February 1975
were inflated by a rate hike the Ohio
Supreme Court earlier had ruled was
"clearly unlawful."
He asked the justices to review the
state court's reversal of that decision.
NOBODY at Cleveland's Central
Police Station had a pair of booster
cables handy, so an unidentified man
apparently took things into his own
hands
The man walked into the station over
the weekend and said his car, parked a
block away, wouldn't start. The men on
duty suggested he get booster cables
somewhere else.
About 20 minutes later, a second man
walked into the station and said his car,
also parked a block away, wouldn't
start.
He didn't need booster cables, though-someone had stolen the battery from
his car.
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Local Briefs

Dorm lock-out key policies differ
By James Spruill
Each day, University students are locked out of their
rooms and are forced to obtain a key from the main desk
of their dormitory. However, for some students it is a
more costly mistake.
According to the booklet, "Resident Rules and
Regulations, 1975-1976, Bowling Green State University,"
(the 1976-1977 booklet has not yet been published I
students must sign for a lock-out key and return it immediately. Anyone who fails to return a lock-out key by
midnight of the day issued will be assessed a $5 fine.
According to Vice Provost of Residence Life Fayetta
Paulsen, the policy for lock-out keys varies from hall to
hall. "It has usually been established through hall
government," Paulsen said. A check of every dormitory
on campus proved this to be the case.
IN ROGERS Hall for example, a fine of a $1 an hour is
assessed to a student if the lock-out key is not returned
immediately.
In Anderson Hall no penalty exists. According to Jay H
Beck, hall director, "We tend not to get upset over lockout keys. We encourage students not to keep it out too
long, and we get real good cooperation." Beck added,"!
don't think they (Anderson residents) are any more or

less responsible than any other group."
Jill Carr, director of Dunbar Hall, said "One of our
goals is to get students to take responsibility for themselves." Dunbar Hall has a 25-cent-an-hour fine for a lock
-out key kept more than 10 minutes, and a $5 fine for a key
kept overnight.
Chapman Hall, the other women's dormitory in Harshman Quad, has a 25-cent fine for a key kept longer than
30 minutes and only a $1 fine for keys kept overnight.
Robert Ade, director of Darrow HalL said that until the
policy of fining students 15 for keys kept past midnight
went into effect in 1975, "keys were running rampant"
The policy is for the protection of the student," Ade
said. "We like to know where the keys are."
A DIFFERENT lock-out key policy on campus is
enforced in Founders Quad. The 900-plus women living
there must pay 25 cents Just to use the key, even if it is
returned immediately. A $5 fine is charged if the key is
kept overnight.

half of them go to a
hospital or a private doctor
for an abortion.
The result is what is
accepted as the highest
abortion- rate in the world,
10 times higher than the
United States and five
times higher than the
second leading nation,
Japan.
In the Soviet Union,
where abortion is available
on demand to any woman
over 18. the Population
Council estimates that 10
million abortions are
performed each year, a
rate of 180 per thousand
women aged 15 to 44. The
council is funded by the
United Nations, and by
some U.S. government and
private agencies.
In 1974, according to
official statistics, there
were 4.5 million births in
Paid Political Ad the Soviet Union- or less

Effective yesterday, the Graduate Student Senate
office, on the third floor, Union, will be open from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. each Monday and Thursday. Office
hours on other days will remain 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Applications for Graduate Student Senate
(GSS)Professional Development Funds are again
being accepted. Information is available in the GSS
office, third floor. Union.

Marketing club
The Marketing Club will have a meeting at 7 :Ji p. m.
today in the Alumni Room, Union. Richard Johnson,
from the Durkee Foods division of SCM Corp., will be
the speaker.
Members of the club are asked to bring in their
applications for LaSalle's.

President may not be elected until mid-December
WASHINGTON (AP)With a close election at

Abortion controversy:
no big deal in Russia
MOSCOW (AP)-The
controversy over abortion
now raging in the United
States finds no echo in the
Soviet Union, where
thousands of women daily
undergo legal hospital
abortions, their primary
form of birth control.
Women here use very
few contraceptives, and
when they have an unwanted pregnancy,
statistics show, more than

Graduate senate

The Founders Quad rule appears to be in violation of
University Policy. According toSeth H. Patton, assistant
director of housing, "There is absolutely no charge for
the use of a lock-out key." He then said he has no
knowledge of any dormitory on campus that charges to
use the lock-out key.
Vikki Ridge, coordinator of Founders Quad said she got
the idea from another dormitory But no other dormitory
on campus says it has such a policy. Ridge said the
money collected from the women is channeled into the
hall programming budget.
According to Fudge, if a student refuses to pay the
charge for the key, her name is put on a list, and she is not
permitted to use the lock-out key until she does pay. The
staff made the decision-the dorm government had no
input into the lock-out key policy, Ridge said.
OFFENHAUER TOWERS' lock-out key policy is
similar to that of most dorms: a fine of $5 if the key is
kept past midnight.

than half the number of
abortions.
The Population Council
says 899,850 abortions were
performed in the United
States in 1974, for a rate of
19.5 per thousand women.
Soviet women apparently accept the
necessity for abortions
despite
the
harsh,
assembly-line atmosphere
of hospital abortion wards.
And there is virtually no
public debate about
abortion, although the
government often urges
women to have big families
to boost the Soviet
population, now approximately 250 million.
The late dictator Josef
Stalin outlawed abortion in
1936 but the then Premier
Nikita S. Khrushchev
legalized it in 1955, partly
because illegal abortions
were thriving.

hand, don't forget the Old
Math of the Electoral
College-by which the man
with the most popular
votes can still wind up a
spectator on inauguration
day.
It's happened three
times before in American
presidential contests. And
conditions may once again
be ripe for the loser of the
nation's plurality to move
into the White House, for
the first time in this century.
Though the final public
opinion polls point to a
dead heat between Jimmy
Carter and Gerald Ford in
today's balloting, the fact
is that neither man will
receive a single vote all
daylong.
Instead, those so-called
presidential ballots will
actually be cast for people
like C. Flippo Hick, a
Democrat running for
Virginia membership in
the Electoral College, or
John B. Watkins, one of his
Republican counterparts.
HENCE George Gallup
was careful to note In his
final presidential survey
that his findings, giving

IF THEY WIN... YOU WIN!

Ford an indecisive 47 to 46
per cent edge, "refer to the
popular vote, not the
electoral vote. To report
the electoral vote, it would
be necessary to conduct
individual and full scale
surveys in each of the 50
states."
In other words, there are
no guarantees that the
outcome in the Electoral
College will be nearly as
close as that in the popular
election-or with the same
winner.
Indeed, many political
experts are saying that
President Ford may be out
of luck even if his comefrom-behind campaign
propels him past Carter in
the over-all count. They
argue that Carter's
electoral base in the South,
where he is almost certain
to garner at least 100 of the
necessary 270 votes to win,
is just too much for Ford to
overcome.
BUT ONE need fetch the
mathematical possibilities
only a bit farther to paint a
reverse scenario, in which
Ford, by claiming several
"toss-up" states, could win
a slim victory in the
Electoral College while

losing the popular vote.
The Washington Post
reported in its Final stateby-state roundup that
Carter is favored to carry
18 states and the District of
Columbia with 214 electoral votes, while Ford is
leading in 24 states with 197
votes.
That left eight
states with 127 votes as too
close to call, with Illinois,
Michigan, Pennsylvania
and Texas looming as the
most crucial among them.
If no candidate wins a
majority of electoral votes,
the House of Representatives decides the winner.
That, barring freak
behavior by the electors
themselves, should not be a
possibility this time since
only Ford and Carter have
real chances to win in any
state.
But it's still possible to
win without a majority of
the popular vote, even in a
two-man race. It happens
simply if the winner takes
small popular margins in
states with many electoral
votes, while the other
claims bigger pluralities in
states with fewer college
memberships.
IN 1824, Andrew Jackson

E«arly Seminar
in Education

beat John Quincy Adams in
the popular vote but failed
to get the electoral
majority in a four-man
race. The House made
Adams president. And
Rutherford B. Hayes in
1876
and Benjamin
Harrision in 1888 were
second-place finishers in
the popular totals but won
the states that added up to
an electoral majority.
Each state gets a
number of electors equal to
its number of senators and
congressmen.
In some
states, the competing
electors are named individually on the ballot,
while in others they are
named as "electors for
Carter," or "electors for
Ford."
Every state except
Maine chooses the electors
on a winner-take-all basis.
In Maine, a 2-1 split is
possible since each of the
two congressional district
electors are decided within
those districts, while the
two at-large candidates
are elected statewide.
THE SLATES of electors
who win today will convene
at their respective state
captials on Dec. 13 to cast
their ballots for president

and vice president, and the
results, in turn, will be sent
to the Senate for formal
counting next Jan. 6.
Though the electors
usually are committed by
party or state rules to vote
for the person upon whose
slate they run, they don't
have to live up to that
pledge because the Constitution, the foundation of
the Electoral College,
doesnt itself require it.
And there have been
many
instances
of
maverick electors. In 1972,
for example, Virginia
Republican elector Roger
MacBride refused to vote
for Richard M. Nixon and
cast his vote instead for the
Libertarian
party
nominee.
This year,
MacBride is himself trie
libertarian candidate.
It's theoretically
possible that a few turncoat electors could throw
even the Ford-Carter race
to the House if both should
come up just a vote or two
short of an electoral
majority. Those who did it
would doubtlessly risk
massive wrath-but if it
happened, the Democratic
House just as doubtlessly
would pick Carter.
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The KEY office that is.
Today through November 19,
Stevens Studio will be
photographing Seniors for
The KEY.
Appointments can still be
made by calling the KEY
office (372-0086).
Hurry--every Senior counts'.
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Friday night's UAO
Pumpkin Pie Eating
Contest beckoned empty
stomachs
to the
Falcon's Nest to down
whipped
creamgarnished pie supplied
by the Union Bake Shop.
Fifteen teams, with
consumers like finalists
Jon Parton, far left, and
Robert Wolfe, right,
participated In the event
for 75 cents. The field
was narrowed (after
being widened) to the
top five, with Barry
Cromley, left, being
named the champion
chomper
after
devouring his secondround pie in 10 minutes.
A T-shirt and record
were top prize.

Newsphotos

by Daniel Ho

Odd friends fight issue
i:
i

DENVER iAP)-The government,
labor and various organizations are
against it. The people apparently are
for it. It is a proposed amendment to the
state constitution prohibiting tax increases or new taxes without voter
approval.
The measure-No. 10 on today's ballot
in Colorado-has made partners of
labor, business, education and consumer groups, all opposed and all
realizing they are strange political
bedfellows.
"You're going to sec some of the
damnedest coalitions in the next 10
days," Gov. Richard I.amni told leaders
of various groups that he brought to the

Executive Mansion to brief reporters on
the proposal.
BUT THAT doesn't mean everyone is
against it. Three public opinion polls
have showed a majority of residents
favor the measure which, according to
the National Conference of State
legislatures, would become the first
amendment of its kind in the nation.
What proposition No. 10 would do U
require a majority of registered voters
in a taxing jurisdiction-not just those
voting on a specific tax proposal-to
approve any new tax or an increase in
an existing one.

Go norf

h through Union for top speed

UNION, Ohio (APISpeeding is all a matter of
which way you're driving
through the village of
Union, Ohio.
Southbound drivers
between PhillipsburgUnion Road and Charles
Place are ticketed by
village police if they exceed 35 mi les per hour.
Cars heading north on
the same road, however,
can legally travel at 55
m.p.h.
The situation is no more
confusing to motorists than

it is to village officials.

"ITS UNFAIR to the
motorist, but there's really
nothing we can do about
it," said Glenn Applegate,
village public service
director.
The discrepancy in speed
limits is caused by a
jurisdictional conflict
Union, about 17 miles
northeast of Dayton,
controls the west side of
Ohio 48, but the eastern
half of the road falls under
the domination of the Ohio

Department
sportation.

of

Tran-

THE VILLAGE would
prefer that limits for both
sides be set at 35 m.p.h.,
but state law prohibits
that.
William Stanbeck,
engineer for Division Eight
of the state transportation
department, said Union
could conduct traffic and
speed studies of the highway and if the results call
for a lowering of the limits,
the state would likely give

its approval.

It is also possible,
Stanbeck added, that
studies would indicate the
speed limits be raised.

whether it would result in a
raising or lowering of the
limits.

UNION'S ONLY other
option is to annex the land
cast of the highway to
bring both sides of the road
under its jurisdiction.
At a meeting earlier this
week, council decided not
to approach the state about
a traffic study because of
the length of time involved
and the uncertainty over
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It's time
for a Prosecutor.
• '•

BeccniM
yew rights ore
worth protecting.

Cheefwood.

All Wood County Newspapers that Endorsed Candidates have Endorsed
John Cheetwood for Prosecuting Attorney
The Wood County Five Press (Oct. 28,1978) endorsed John Cheetwood:
"We think John Cheel wood deserves the nod for the prosecutor's slot., because we happen to believe he can do the
job. Cheetwood is young, that's true, but with youth comes vitality, energy. We have seen Cheetwood's enthusiasm,
and we've heard him talk about new ideas, and exciting innovations. We've read his platform, and we're excited
too.
He's right, it's lime for a prosecuto'-Cheetwood
•John Cheetwood just mi«ht be the best thing that's happened to Wood County in a long time. We are proud to
endorse John Cheetwood for prosecutor of Wood County "

The Leader (Pembervlllr. On. 28. IS7SI endorses John Cheetwood:
"Our readers know we prefer John Cheetwood for prosecutor."

The BG News (Oct. 29.1976 endorses John Cheetwood:
•In the heated, controversial race for prosecuting attorney, the News stands behind John S. Cheetwood, a young,
energetic and honest man with the proper experience to efficiently operate the prosecutor's office.
We support Cheetwood's ideas of a cutback in plea bargaining and his promise to streamline the operations in the
office without having the quality of prosecuting suffer.
The News recognizes the charges leveled at Cheetwood throughout the campaign, but we feel he has sufficiently
cleared his name and has an impressive record and plenty of legal experience to back him. more than his worthy
opponent.
Cheetwood. at 33. is young enough :o provide a fresh approach to the county courts, yet has been around long
enough to make a highly successful prosecutor."
THOSE WHO K NOW JOHN CHEETWOOD KNOW HE'S THE BEST CANDIDATE FOR PROSECUTING ATTORNEY OF WOOD COUNTY.

Cheetwood for Prosecuting Attorney
, mat w. mmt at *-Y*-I—•«—• e~»». m nk. ..... a.
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INCLUDING.
YOU BITTER THINK TWICE
KEEPONBELIEVIV
HONKY TONK DOWNSTAIRS
ANYWAY BYE BYEiDONT LET IT PASS BY

\MI

SPECIAL ASSORTMENT
CLASSICAL
n n7
ALBUMS
Lit
Also choose from a
SPECIAL ASSORTMENT

THE BEST OF THE BYRDS
GREATEST HITS,VOLUME II

including:
BWH Of E(l| Rid«f Jaaua I* Juil Alright
WMn I Bom To Fo»ow Chaatnut Mara
I wanna Grow Up To Ba A Politician

BOX SETS
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
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'WOOD COUNTY FREE PRESS'
endorses
Reynold A.

DAVIS
FOR

Wood County Sheriff
In the race for Sheriff, there are three candidates-Republican incumbent Ray Coller,
Democrat Reynold "Ray" Davis, and Independent Franklin Tokes.
The real issue in this race is effective law enforcement, and the voters are called upon to
determine which of these candidates can best provide that enforcement.
It should be noted that our contact with various village law enforcement officials reveals a
general feeling of dissatisfaction with the present Sheriff's department. Time and again we have
heard about a lack of cooperation, a feeling of alienation, and poor communication. Some of these
village officers have indicated the department personnel are not effectively utilized, and from the
townships we hear cries for more police protection.
There have been jail breaks, and several farmers in our circulation area have noted an increase
in rural crime-stolen equipment, livestock, and numerous incidents of breaking and entering.
The Free Press endorses Reynold' 'Ray" Davis for Sheriff of Wood County.
Davis is the chief of police in Weston, and we have, on a number of occasions, seen him in action.
We believe he is qualified, concerned, and administratively sound. We believe he can bring efficient, conscientious law enforcement back to Wood County.
We believe Davis can truly be a Sheriff for all the people, and we believe he has the knowledge
and the expertise to put the skids on rural crime, and expand enforcement to effectively servethe
townships.

QUALIFIED:

Dems top GOP in governor tally
WASHINGTON (AP)-The fraternity of GOP governors
has a chance to expand today for the first time since
becoming virtually an endangered species in 1970. And so
has the sorority of Democratic women governors, now
numbering one.
There is no way, politically or mathematically, that the
Republicans can regain their late 1960s dominance of
executive mansions. The field is too sparse, with only 14
contests for governorships now held by eight Democrats
and six Republicans.
Republicans are expected to win the biggest prize,
Illinois.
Democratic women candidates in Washington and
Vermont are even with their Republican male opponents
in the pre-election rankings. The country now has only
one woman governor, Connecticut's Ella Graso, a
Democrat whose term has two more years to run.
MOST STATES elect governors in non-presidential
years and Illinois' election is for a single two-year term in
order to resume a four-year cycle in 1978.
Before the 1970 election, 32 states had Republican
governors. But Democrats gained 11 in 1970 to make the
tally 21-29. In each of the next three years the GOP lost
one more governor; then five in 1974.
Going into today's election, 36 governors are
Democrats, 13 are Republicans and there is one independent, Maine's James B. I<ongley. Seven incumbents are standing for re-election.
Republicans are pre-election favorites to win in Illinois,
, Delaware and Utah, and are rated tossups in Montana
and Vermont, all states with Democratic governors.
THE FLIP SIDE of that coin has Democrats favored in
North Carolina and West Virginia, and rated even in New
Hampshire and Washington-all with Republican
governors.
The governorships of Arkansas, North Dakota and
Rhode Island are expected to remain in Democratic
hands. And Republicans are favored to hold onto Indiana
and Missouri.
If the pre-election favorites do win and the two parties
split the four toss-up races, the Republicans would
emerge with a net gain of one governorship.
Even if the candidates were known outside of their own
state borders-and few are-a natural focus of attention
would be the race in Illinois where the candidate of a bigcity machine is the underdog to a crusading prosecutor.
That movie-script contest pits Democrat Michael J.
Howlett, the secretary of state and protege of Chicago's
Mayor Richard J. Daley, against Republican James K.
Thompson, a former U.S. attorney in Chicago who sent a
number of Daley cronies to jail.

i President of the Wood County Peace Officers Association
i Chief of Police, Village of Weston, since June 1, 1972
i Local 9 AFL CIO
Security Officer at tibbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. since June 11,1966
i Working on Associate Degree in Law Enforcement at Owens Technical College
State of Ohio Certified Instructor in the Basic Law Enforcement Training Program.
AS DALEY'S candidate, Howlett removed a long-time
Trustee Wlngston Sportsman's Club
| Daley nemesis by defeating incumbent Gov. Daniel
Graduate of the Ross Enrlght Peace Officer's Academy
Walker in a bitterly contested primary. But Walker
320 Hours of Industrial Security and Police related Training
tagged him as the mayor's stooge. Howlett's insistence
Dispatcher of the Rossford and Northwood Police and Fire Depts.
j that he is his own man has done little to alter that image.
Thompson, 40, has led in the polls and doesn't let voters
Three years experience as head grievanceman for 46 men in the t.O.F. Property Protection!
i forget who propelled Howlett, at 62, a veteran of Illinois
Department
Democratic politics.
Weston Chamber of Commerce
1
"When Mr. Daley plays the drum, Mr. Howlett puts on
American Legion Post 409 Weston, Ohio
j
his
cap, salutes, and starts down Route 66 on the way to
Wood County Democratic Club
| Springfield," Thompson said.
Served four years in the U.S. Navy
Among the incumbents running today are Missouri's
Graduated from the U.S. Navy EKG & BMR Technical School after 640 Hrs training
Christopher S. Bond and Indiana's Otis R Bowen, both
Perrysburg Democratic Club
|' Republicans and both favored for re-election. So are
Lotus Lodge No 625 F & A.M.
, Arkansas' David Pryor and North Dakota's Arthur A.
Graduated from the US Naval Hospital Corps School. 16 wks. training
link, Democrats.
Scottish Rite
Zenobia Shrine
Wood County Shrine Association
Graduated from the Ohio Peace Officer Criminal Code Training program
Attended Glenwood Rural Elementary School, Perrysburg Twp
MacDonald Electronics.
Sign up at 7:304:30 a.m.
Graduated from Rossford High School. 1960
tomorrow for non-school Sales position: (in-field
Resides at 7 Evergreen Lane with his wife Patricia, and sons, Kirk (Age 10)
schedules and 4:304:30 training). B-any major

IN DELAWARE, Republican Rep. Pierre S. duPont is
considered ahead of Democratic Gov. Sherma W.
Tribbitt. In New Hampshire, incumbent Republican
Meldrim Thomson is running against Harry V. Spams in
a race considered a tossup. And so it is in Montana where
incumbent Democrat Thomas L Judge faces Robert L
Woodahl.
In the state of Washington, the country's senior
Republican governor, Daniel J. Evans, retired after 12
terms. His hand-picked successor. John Spellman, is up
against the unconventional Dixy Lee Ray, the former
chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission.
She won the Democratic nomination after one of the
hottest primaries in the state's history, against Seattle
Mayor Wes Uhlman and preaches a Jimmy Carter-like
doctrine. Spellman made his name during seven years as
executive of the state's largest
In Vermont, conservative Democrat Stella B. Hackel.
the state treasurer for two years, is running for the seat
vacated by Gov. Thomas P. Salmon, a candidate for the
Senate. She was a surprise winner in a three-way
primary race and faces State Rep. Richard A. Shelling, a
Republican conservative. If Liberty Union candidate
Bernard J. Sanders snags enough votes to deny either
candidate a majority, the election could be decided in the
Vermont House.
THE OTHER RACES, briefly:
-Arkansas: Gov. Pryor, a Democrat, is heavily
favored for another two-year term over Leon Griffith, a
Republican with no political experience. Pryor served
three terms in the Arkansas House, three as a
congressman, and he's expected to run for the Senate in
1978 for the seat of John McClellan, whom he couldn't
beat in 1972.
-Delaware: In a state where the duPont name
dominates, Rep. Pierre duPont, a Republican, is expected to unseat Gov. Tribbitt Not since 1956 has an
incumbent repeated in office and duPont has been on the
offensive, citing such things as the failure of Democrats
to finish their draft of the $444-million state budget until
two days before the deadline for legislative approval
There are two other candidates, George W. Cripps, a
former state auditor running on the American Party
ticket, and Prohibition Party candidate Harry H. Conner,
a retired minister.
-Indiana:
Through a constitutional change,
Republican Bowen is the first governor since 1851 able to
succeed himself and he seems a shoo-in to do just that
His Democratic opponent is Secretary of State Larry
Conrad and there are candidates from the American and
U.S. Labor parties.
-Missouri: Gov "Kit" Bond, a 37-year-old Republican,
is running on his record of the past four years. His
Democratic oponent is Joseph P. Teasdale, 40, a former
Kansas City prosecutor. A retired Merchant seaman,
Leon Strpler, is running as an independent.
-Montana:
Atty. Gen. Woodahl, a Republican,
prosecuted officials of Gov. Judge's administration, but
he's also been dted for contempt by the state's supreme
court for comments about three district judges. An independent, Charles Mahoney, 70, has conducted a writein campaign to capitalize on what is perceived as low
popularity of both major party candidates.
-New Hampshire: Gov. Thomson, seeking his third
term, campaigned strongly on his pet theme: no new
taxes. His opponent is former State Sen. Spanos, once
vice president of the state senate, who won a three-way
Democratic primary without the usual pledge to veto
any sales or income taxes.

Placement interviews scheduled

and Kent iAge7).

Here's a twist...visit the sheriff's office and see how many times his door is closed., then drop
down to the jail and see how many doors are open. Did you know the cell doors in the Wood County
Jail can't be locked? Some jail-Some Sheriff
Maybe we should start thinking of change-maybe we should start thinking of Ray Davis.
A vote for Kay opens the Sheriff's door, and locks the ceil door. Now isn't that the way things
should be? Isn't it time for that change? Isn't it time for Ray Davis for Wood County?

Reynold "Ray" Davis
A Sheriff for all the people

A Vote For Davis Is A Vote For
Effective, Responsive Law
Enforcement In Wood County.

Your vote will be greatly appreciated on
November 2nd.

Thank you-

George Rife, Chrm.

'CUX4S

Committee for Sheriff
Euler Road, Weston, O.

Politicol Adv*rli»m«nt

with strong interest in
selling, fire detection
equip.
Mechanicalelectrical background
preferred but not required.
Minnesota Fabrics Inc.
Citizenship required.
December grads only.
Retail manager:
Bbusiness.
Nov. 1C
American Hospital
Supply Corp. See previous
listing.
Dayton Power and Light
Co. Citizenship required.
Program analyst I: B or
M-info. systems or comp.
BUSINESS
service.
GEM City Savings.
Nov. 15
American Hospital December grads only.
Supply Corp. Citizenship Ix>an officers; B-business
required. Sales marketing (prefer mgmt. or finance).
John Hancock Insurance
trainee, acctg.-finance
trainee; operations mgmt. Co. Sales representative:
trainee: B or M-acctg., B-business. Position for
finance, gen. bus., mktg., greater Cincinnati area
Meaden and Moore.
mgmt. or MBA.
Container Corp. of Citizenship required Staff
America. Accountant: B- accountants: B or M-acctg.
Montgomery Ward.
acctg.; Marketing:
Bmarketing; Production: B- Citizenship required.
prod. and control or December grads only.
Retail store mgmt.
manufacturing tech.
trainee:
B-business or
home economics.
NCR Corp. Citizenship
or
permanent visa
requirprf Flnan«*?il
spf,auai: m-acctg.; pi *Jt
analyst:
M-finance,
economics; program
analyst:
B or M-info.
systems, computer
science: systems analyst:
B or M-info. systems or
computer science; &rtes
Paid Political Ad representative: B or Mmktg.. bus. ad, comp. sci.

p.m. Thursday for school
schedules in the second
floor lounge of the Student
Services Building. A data
sheet must be turned in at
the time of sign-up.
Requests for standardization in resumes and
data sheets have prompted
the Career Planning and
Placement Services Office
to require those signing up
for interviews to complete
a standard data sheet for
each
interviewing
organization.

Cheetwood
Prosecuting Attorney

or info, systems.
The Toledo Trust Co.
Positions in trust and
credit depts. B or Mfinance, acctg. and mktg.
Nov. 17
Burroughs Corp. Sales,
marketing rep. i
Bbusiness.
Johnson and Johnson
Baby Products. Sales: Bbusiness, lib. arts. Looking
for people to develop into
management. Relocation
probable.
Owens-Illinois.
Citizenship required. Sales
(industrial) training: Bmktg.;
comptrollership
training:
B-acctg.,
finance; production: Bind mgmt., prod and
operations
mgmt.,
manufacturing technology.
Proctor and Gamble Co.
Citizenship or permanent
visa required. Field office
management:
B-any
major in business or arts.;
accounting and finance,
tax management: B or Many major in business or
arts with strong interest in
acctg. and finance.
Nov. 18
Detroit Bank and Trust
Citizenship required.
Administrative trainee: Bbusincss.
Marathon Oil Co.
Citizenship required.
* "counting: B or MBAacctg.; info, systems or
computer set: B or Minfo. systems or comp.
sci.: auditors: BorMBAacctg.
Owens-Illinois.
See
previous listing.
Nov. 19
Haskins and Sells. Staff
accountant: BorM-acctg.
Marathon Oil Co. See
previous listing.
Nov. 22
Westinghouse Electric
Co.
Financial mgmt
trainee: B-acctg., finance.
Minimum 18 hours of
accounting.

Nov. 23
BendixCorp. Citizenship
or
permanent
visa
required Staff accountant,
tax accountant, auditor: B
or M-acctg. Mia 2.8-4.0 in
major. All positions are
located at Bendix World
Headquarters, Southfield
Mich.
General Tire and Rubber
Co.
Chemists:
Bchemistry; accountants:
B-acctg.;
industrial
mgmt: B-manufacturing
tech., procurement and
mat, mgmt, product and
operations mgmt.
Kroger.
Citizenship
required
Management
trainee: B-business with
strong retail management
interest.
GOVERNMENT
Nov. 18
Social Security
Administration.
Claims
Representative: open signup.
COLLEGES
Nov.U
Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary. All disciplines.
SCHOOLS
Nov.U
Northcentral Ohio
Special Education Service
Center, Gallon, Ohio.
December grads. BorMEMR, LD-BD, speech and
hearing.
Milwaukee Public
Schools, Milwaukee, Wis.
Speech pathology:
Mspeech pathology, math,
reading (both elementary
and secondary, LB-BD).
Port Clinton City
Schools, Port Clinton,
Ohio. Citizenship required
All areas K-12.
Elyria City Schools,
Elyria, Ohio. Secondary:
math, art, English, ind.
arts, home economics,
business, media specialist,
EMR, LD-BD, earth set

h
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Howling crowd greets
'peanut farmer' in Toledo
People. People pushing,
chanting and waving, all
straining for a better view.
People crying and smiling,
fainting and perspiring,
crammed together like
sardines in a can. People
going absolutely buggy.
Am I describing a scene
from 10 years back when
the
Beatles toured
America?
No. I'm trying to explain
the phenomenon of the
presidential campaign as it
swept Toledo last Friday in
the person of Jimmy
Carter.

-Newsphotos by Mindy Milligcm
and Dan Bomeli

JIMMY CAME late. His
"Peanut One" jet set down
at Toledo Express Airport
when he was due at Southwyck Mall. And by the
time he finished answering
reporter's questions, he
was already half an hour
behind schedule.
Meanwhile, back at the
mall, the local and
statewide Democratic
candidates begged for
votes and the Cake-Walkin'

Save
!."»

the
News

LOTZI

Cheetwood
Prosecuting Attorney

PROSECUTOR

HUt* tommmmm*

ARE YOU INSURED

Paid Political Ad

COMPANY

lutely

Fire,

Marine

and

Visit our New Salad Bar

ASSETS

1. It is the oldest Insurance Company in the
world, having been in successful operation thousands
of years. Job 19:25.
2. The only Company Insuring against Loss in
the Great Judgement Day Fire. John 6:39, 40.

PAID-UP CAPITAL
"The Unsearchable Riches of Christ." Eph. :i:S.
REAL ESTATE—"An inheritance inrnrriiptilile.
undefiled, and that fadcth not nwny." I Prter 1:4.
CASH IN BANK—"Cold" tried in the Hrc." Rev
3:18.

3. The only Company Insuring against Shipwreck
in the Riwr of Death. Isa. 43:1, 2.

LIABILITIES

4. Its policies never expire, giving to the holder
Eternal Life. John 10:28.

UNMERITED CLAIMS—"The Gift of G..I.' Eph.
2:7, 8.

Heb.

6. It insures a man for more than he is worth.
Persons claiming to have No Souls need not apply.
All applications must be made direct to the President. All Companies offering to issue Policies after
death are a fraud. All Genuine Policies Stamped
with a Red Seal.
Thank you,

Qn Reoching Children

Jchn C. Beach
335 Derby Ave.
Bowling Green. Ohio

SURPLUS OVER LIABILITIES
"Able to do exceedingly abundantly nhovc ul
we ask or think." Eph. 3:20.

iii. 11

CONDITIONS OF POLICY
"Repentance toward God. and fnith in our Lord
Jesus Christ." Acts 29:21.
PRESIDENT. "KING OF KINGS."
ADJUSTER. "THE KING'S SON."
GENERAL AGENT. "THE
GER."

KINGS

Oh, daughter, I just had a
terrible dream! For many years
here on earth I sang in bars and
ni::ht clubs, and I knew all the
songs the world has to offer. I
looked around, everyone was
singing. You know how I love to
sing, and they were singing so
sweetly, I decided to join in."
"I leaned my head back, but
couldn't sing a note! I found that I
had wasted my whole life on the
songs of the world, and when I got
to heaven, I didn't know any of
God's songs! I began to cry in my

PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE
SQUARE MEAL-SQUARE DEAL

I544E.WOOSTER

MESSEN-

'My Dream Made Me Cry'
A man had recently been saved,
but salvation came to him late in
life for he was past 80. The man
was old and sick, and he knew that
soon lie would awaken in the arms
of his Saviour.
The man's daughter, who was a
Christian, cared for him in her
home, and one day when she
brought his lunch to his bedroom
on a tray, she found him with tears
running down his cheeks.
"Why father, what's the matter? Are you sick? Can I help
you'.'"she asked.

All for $1.49

The World

Ths King's Insurance Co.

5. It has never changed its management.
13:8.

Every Tuesday night
is Family Night at
Ponderosa.

Oldest and Only AbsoRrli.bl.

Life Insurance -Company in

Reasons For Insuring In

howl. Oh, did they howl.
When he came into view
the crowd erupted into a
thunderous roar.
"We want Carter! We
want Carter! "shouted the
crowd. He answered
wearily, "You got me. You
got me," the strain of the
long presidential campaign snowing.
I LEFT MY good vantage point in the press
section to roam through
the crowd to get an idea of
what it was like out in a
world where, in order to
get a good view you've got
to come early or not come
at all. I roamed only for a
few minutes before I
became stuck in the crowd
directly behind Carter. All
I saw was a silhouette of a
man against the sun and
bright television lights.
If.he's elected, stories
will be told about how "I
shook his hand." These
very people will tell their
grandchildren sitting on
their knee about seeing the
president of the United
States. And if he loses?
Well, then it was just
another political rally.

In case you didn't know, Tuesday night is very special at Ponderosa Steak House. It's Family Night.
(From 4 P.M. til) closing.) The night you can get a sizzling Rib-eye steak dinner (or chopped beef
dinner) with baked potato, tasty salad bar and a roll with butter. At a very special price. So come to
Ponderosa Tuesday night. Family Night.

THE KING'S INSURANCE

L"

Jazz Band kept the spirited
crowd entertained.
People displayed signs
too. They read: "Gimme
Jimmy," "I can't vote, but
I can pray," "Senior
citizens support Jimmy
Carter" and "J.C. will
save America."
Others, waving different
signs, were waiting for
Jimmy also. McCarthy
people, Ford people and
LaRouche people.
A little old lady got
carried away and booted a
BGSU Republican Club
member, who was holding
a Ford-Dole sign, in the
shin and muttered an
unprintable word to him. A
reliable source says he's
recovered enough to vote
for Ford today.
MANY OF the stores and
shops in the immediate
area of the speaker's
platform closed down for a
few hours and their employes climbed on to metal
gates and shelves of
merchandise to wait.
And then the peanut
farmer came...
As he strode into the
mall, the crowd began to

dream, and when I woke up, I was
crying in my bed.
"Daughter, don't waste your life.
Now that you are saved, put the
things of the world behind you and
begin immediately to do things for
God!" the old man advised her.
Compliments
of John Beach
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UAO show 'spectacular'
Review by
Beth ROOM?
The Student Services Building Forum was transformed
during the weekend into a type of carnival: laughing
girls in brightly colored leotards, men in clown whitef ace,
songs and lights.
The occasion was the Union Activities Organization
(UAO) theater presentation of "Stop the World, I Want to
Get Off." It was a spectacular show filled with emotion.
laughter and love.
Most excellence stemmed from the skill of James
Foreman as I Jttlechap. Although Foreman has not been
seen often on the University stage, he held the audience in
the palm of his hand with a consummate actor's skill. His
lithe grace, his totally believable pantomimes, his perfected Cockney accent and his complete submergence
into the character of I Jttlechap was awe-inspiring. His
performance was moving and highly controlled, and it is
unfortunate that his talents are not used more often.
FOREMAN'S only flaw was a singing voice that lacked
strength on powerful songs like "What Kind of Fool Am
I?"
Sherri L. Fulkerson had a difficult job playing four
women with different characters opposite Foreman, but
she made them believable. However, her characterizations were weak next to Foreman, and she was
Nnnpholo by Koran lonhni

,
ItlUSlC

MUSIC
'

ILOTZI
PROSECUTOR

chairman of the five-dayold Rhodesian settlement
conference.
Through the weekend
and yesterday, Richard
had been pressed by each
of the four black
nationalist leaders to set a
1977 target date. This
would be sooner than the
two-year target to which
Prime Minister Ian Smith
said he agreed during U.S.
Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger's southern
African shuttle in September.
Smith, spokesman for
Rhodesia's 277,000 whites.

was asked to call on
Richard
after
the
diplomat's meetings with
the representatives of 6.2
million Rhodesian blacks.
As Smith left the 90minute private session, a
reporter asked what he felt
about the reported black
demand for a 1977 target
date.
"I've given no
thought to that," replied
Smith. "It's a new one on
me."
EARLIER
the
Rhodesian white leader let
it be known he means to fly
home tomorrow because

Congratulations
You finally

Paid Political Ad

made it.

Phi Kappa Psi Actives
BARGAIN PRICES

CINCINNATI (AP)~
Some of the recommendations emerging

from the recent U.S.
Catholic national convr nil on
were

Rhodesia. Informed
sources
said
the
Khodesians destroyed a
camp believed to be the
base for 100 guerrillas.
Mozambique reported
yesterday that it was
undergoing the "biggest
attack ever" by Rhodesian
forces. The Mozambique
Information Agency said
the Rhodesian invasion
force was using tanks,
mortars, cannons, bombers and other aircraft,
infantry and mounted
troops.
MOZAMBIQUE forces
fired about thirty 122mm
rockets into a tea plantation near the Rhodesian
garrison town of Umtali in
apparent retaliation for the
attack by black and white
troops of the minority
government.

he is tired of 'twiddling his
thumbs" in Geneva and
has Important work
awaiting him in Salisbury,
his capital.
One of his main preoccupations is bound to be the
escalation of guerrilla
warfare along Rhodesia's
800-mile frontier with
Mozambique where Soviet
and Cuban specialists have
been reported training
black Rhodesian "freedom
fighters." The casualty
toll among Rhodesian
security forces rose to 84 in
October, the highest in
almost four years of
fighting.
Rhodesian commandos
raided Mozambique during
the weekend and yesterday
in retaliation for killings of
several whites more than
30 miles away in western

The stepped-up guerrilla
activities along the border
seem to reflect the warning
of intensified conflict each
black leader issued on
arriving in Geneva for the
conference, which was
brought about largely as a
consequence of Kissinger's
initiative.
Brief, preliminary
sessions of the conference
were held Thursday and
Friday, then it recessed
while Richard shuttled
between
Smith's
delegations and the
nationalists to try to
resolve differences over
the target date for black
rule and the composition of
the interim government
Neither Richard nor his
aides thought there was the
slightest chance of an
agreement today.

SHADY LADY'S NITE OUT

OOtl III
fUTUM

"problematical at best,"
according to Archbishop
Joseph L. Bemardin.
"Undoubtedly many
good recommendations
emerged which will
provide the groundwork
for constructive reflection
and action, but to be
realistic, others must be
considered problematic at
best," said Archbishop
Bemardin, president of the
National Conference of

Catholic Bishops which
called the gathering.
Delegates to the convention called for several
proposals including female
and married male priests
and recognition of divorce.
The Archbishop from
Cincinnati said "too much
was attempted" and
"special interest groups
...seemed
to play a
disproportionate role" in
decisions.

EPA tightens rules
on vinyl chloride
PHILADELPHIA (AP)-The Emrironmental Protection Agency (EPA) has directed 58 manufacturing plants
in the United States to reduce vinyl chloride emissions
within 90 days.
The EPA, in a news release, said current data on vinyl
chloride indicates that occupational exposure to the
substance causes or contributes to the development of
angiosarcoma, a rare and fatal form of lung cancer.
A limit of 10 parts per million has been established as
the maximum amount of vinyl chloride concentration
permitted in the air and water, the federal agency said.
Approximately $198 million will be needed by the plants
to install the necessary antipollution equipment. A plant
may be granted a waiver up to twoyears If the EPA finds
the additional time necessary to install the controls
without causing iminent danger to human health.

Howard Johnson's

• Dick Ogden

Wed. 9-12 p.m.

Pitcher Nite

Special on our famous Shady Lady Cocktail
Bar-4 p.m.-2:30 a.m.

Tuesday 9-12 p.m.

352-0709

1628 E. Wooster

VLXZING
SADDLES

This Offer Good
on Ring Day Only

STARTS TOMORROW!
... THE YEAR'S BIGGEST SHOCKER!

SAVE up to

Cheetwood
Prosecuting Attorney

00

$20
"MARATHON MAN IS A BEAUTIFULLY
ACTED AND DIRECTED THRILLER!
A FILM YOU WONT WANT TO MISSI
it lust wants to scare the hell
out ol you - and It does!"

ON THE PURCHASE OF YOUR CLASS RING
Trade-In Your High School
Class Ring (Any Manufacturer)

A STUNNING THRILLER.

Meet Mr. Robert Mathews

Ni-* fort Datfj Sew

"THE YEAR'S MOST CUNNING
ENTERTAINMENT! A THRILLER!"
J.iy COdll Hint M.uj.irirtr

352-0709

PiWkll Mwrti—in»

MARATHON MAN" AT 7:30 AND »:50 P.M.

Ksthtten i".

TUESDAY NOV. 2nd
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

:

R*-EI*ct

m

Paul H. Davis
R.publicon Candida'.

km -5-V

•:

Wood County Recorder

Integrity-Service and
Experience
Political uij«iilii«ii«nt

I
The Alpha Phi 's wish to thank
their formal Dessert Escorts:

State University RING. Bring your High School Class Ring and
you'll receive up to $20 Trod* in allowance toward the
purchase of your Bowling Green State University CLASS RING

MAKAIHOH MAN
DUSTW HOFFMAN
LAURENCE OLIVIER ROY SCHBDER
WILLIAM DEVANE MARTME KELLER
MARATHON MAN

Compare Quality, Detail, Workmanship
and Price. You'll Choose Josten's

"A Ring For Life"

University Bookstore

Ken Peters

David Solganik

Joe Leonard

Mark Rempe

Steve Rabold

Bob Biegner

Scott Bailey

Rich Rhein

Doug Leurhold

Greg Steyer

Mike Pelehoch

Steve Michel

Jeff Puckett

Dave Cook

Mark Gerhart

Gary Schnocke

u

J
*

•-»"""' «n ^^^

Student Services Building

:
'.

For Prov*n

Josten's Factory Representative

He'll assist you in the selection of your Bowling Green

MADATHOM MAN

J

at

M.I Brook.'

INOS

Edward A. Magel Jr. must be applauded for his directing. Although he is an undergraduate and this was his
first attempt at directing, his show was staged as
professionally as any at the University. U was innovative
and smooth-flowing, and the staging of some of the
numbers like "I Wanna be Rich" was brilliant.

Howard Johnson's

• Scott Thomas

1

THE SET of platforms and ramps worked very effectively; lights were handled competently and Rosalie
J. Kirwen did an outstanding job on piano. Choreography
showed work, and for once, was worthy of the dancers'
skill.

• Reg Laughin

• Andy Smith

TOWTII

It was a joy to watch the nine-woman chorus. They
were en stage throughout most of the show, and they each
had their own distinctive characterizations. Shari Smead
was wistfully sad as the youngest daughter; Rene Ann
Martin was especially good characterizing a new-born
child; and the ensemble of Deborah S. Ballard, Christina
L. Collier, Elaine N. Dietrich, Crista A. Haefling, Robin
I -ynn Howerton, Laura M Madson and Robyn Plassman
was competent in every way. In particular, Plassman
and Collier showed Innovation and skill.

Archbishop criticizes church parloy

The University Men's Chorus holds the rapt attention of a youngster at the
College of Musical Arts' fourth annual Oktoberfest Saturday. German food,
beer, prizes and raffles highlighted the festivities which began at 5 p.m. and
lasted until ( p.m.

Rhodesian blocks demand power by within yeor
GENEVA, Switzerland
(API-Britain has called on
black and white Rhodesian
leaders to meet informally
today to discuss fixing a
target date for black
majority rule and legal
independence for the
breakaway British colony.
"I hope that the meeting
will be held tomorrow
afternoon," said British
diplomat Ivor Richard,

handicapped by stereotyped gestures and a tendency to
be inhibited rather than giving her all. She lost her
flawed English accent midway through the show and her
New York accent was inconsistent and strange.

LM
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NAME.
■'ADDRESS-

dry, STATEI^

I^IZZQ

THE PATINA OF PEWTER
.

i • *

■

■ ••■

• ■ ,-v *-r*

KLEVERS JEWELERS

NOtf SHOWING OUR
STADIUM
COMPLETE LINE OF
, PLAZA
i CENTER
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
FALL AND WINTER BOOTS.

State

Submorln* Sandwich

intowlingGr«*n

352-5166
Oregon |

1 of UCLA □

m

Dino's Pizza Pub ^fc
Your Hosts

^HffilororrliouBP
•*

IMcDonai

Tom & Josie Jettire

532 East Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio

428 E. Wooster
Ph. 352-1045

352-3551

PARENTS WEEKEND
Nov. 6

FREE DELIVERY

ORDER A CORSAGE OR BOUTONNIERE

1470 EAST WOOSTER ST.

call for special party ratesappointment only

FOR MOM AND DAD!

Colgate [ \ at Bucknell □

Dartmouth [ J of Brown Q

USC [] of Stanford Q

GUjr jfrrorlf
Knot

So'odi

FASTFffff MUVftV

San Jose St. [ ] at San Diego Si. [

. of Howoii [

n

Sun • Thurs 4:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Fn t Sol 4 30p m to 2a m

125 N. Moin

m
Kent

203 N. MAIN

A PIxxa n»v«r hod It to good.

^So» Dorsey's Rexall Drugs
Sunflower Seeds
WHEAT OBN

Let us fill your prescriptions
from home...
Your drug headquarters in B.G.

i***

*r

"Needle Work"

w

Bran
SHOPS,
INC
115 W. Merry Si.

Finished Models go on Sale
Wed. Nov. 3
Cornel/

154 Main St.
Shop:
Mon, Thurs, Fri 9-9 pm
Tues, Wed, Sat 9-5:30 pm
Sun 12-5 pm

CENTER

Ttoln*. railroad equipment
ft occeitorle*. plotllc model*,
bolto Hying model*, claim cor*
radio control equipment war gome*
ond occeatone*. moglc *el*. *lol cor*, rochet*, point*, glue, cement.
poln*er number *et* doll hou«e lurnlture kll*. mocrame iewelry hit*

] of Bowling Green [

|

IN THE MINI MALL

SOUND ASSOCIATES

188 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN

the place to buy stereo
• WIDEST COMPONENT SELECTION
• EVALUATION PROGRAM
• EXTENDED WARRANTY
• FINANCING AVAILABLE

] of Missouri [

|Oklohomo Sfofe H of Nebraska [

CO
•

±<

525 A/. Main

* I IN

1616 E.
Wooster

I

•T^a»l ■ *!••■
w
| QQ.

352-5221
THE PIZZA PEOPLE
OFB.G.S.U
Michigan Q of Purdue Q

1%

Northern Illinois □ of Toledo □

Rodgers

Joyce

1st

Smith

2nd

Place

Place

653 Midfield
Maumee, OH.
Denise
332

Capella

3rd

Place

Dunbar
Pick The Score
Cleveland | j of Houston

LASALLE*S
129 S. Main

OPEN A STUDENT
CHARGE ACCOUNT!
Cincinnati [ J of Maryland \

Banquet Room

Hunhngton
Banks

Catering Facilities
Cocktoll lounge
PHONE

353-0512

'We're Hem SatisfiedUntilYou Are'

117 N. Mam St.

Three Offices in Bowling
Green Also Perrysburg and
North Baltimore

Dave Phillips
9-1

Kansas Sfofe I 1 of Oklahoma

tf|c cb%s trfce
We've Got the Best in Fall
Fashions!
Ask about our
fabulous discount club!
NEW STORE HOURS:

1616 E. Wooster
in STADIUM PLAZA

Frl. 10 til 9

352 3595

Smith

178

Italian and American foods

Mon. 10 til 9

248 South M<\in

Tom

THE ALPINE VILLAGE RESTAURANT

• GUARANTEED PRICE POLICY
• COMPLETE SERVICE

Last Week's Winners

charge within the same day

Mon Itiur* 11 om 7 pm Frl IM pm $01 10 5 pm

Indiana State [ 1 of Ball State

CONGRATULATIONS!

11:30-5 Sun. 9-7 Sat.

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
HOUIJ

Bowling Green's
headquarters for
cameras, accessories,
and dark room supplies

i.

352-1693

(eafurlng Ctrmon.

139 W. Wooster
Bowling Green , O.
Ph. 352-0003

352-8160

Colorado

Hours 9-9 Mon.-Fri.
Navy |_] of Syracuse □

SANDY'S HOBBY

B EN&FRANKLIN

GROSS

"by the tracks"

Harvard [] of Perm Q

Courtesy of

Ohio U.

352-9157

Dorothy Joyce Owner

I of Columbia

Vt block from campus 500 E. Wooster

,PKXi

DELIVER TOBC NiWSOFiaiObUNIVlKSirYHMI
Prizes of $15. $10. and $5 girt certificates will be giwn to the to)>
three persons, respectively selecting the nx*t winners Iran the 22
college games listed above In cast" of a tie the person svkrting
(losest points to the actual outcome of the desi»mnl
professional game is determined the winner VVirk an X' in the
square opposite the team you belies* will win Ifapmeendsin*
tie and you select one<if the teams as a winner, it will count as .1
loss in your total However, if you designate a tie and the gam'
wins in a tic, it will count in your "win (olumn f achcontesteni
is permitted only one entry
Intry (orms reproduced ele<
Ironically are not acceptable
li.ilkits will be t.ihul.Uiil li\
members of the Kai^M Sigma I ratemitv All <k\ isions of the
ludges are final All entries must be in the BG News Oftii e t >\
p m of the I ndav preceding the games Ihis is a free antes
open to all persons except employes ol thepartiii|iatini!s|iiiN»i
members of the Kappa Sigma fraternity and the KG News en>
ployes

Tim., Wad.. Thor».. Sot.

352-5915
10 III 6

Minnesota [ j of Northwestern

Western Michigan I J of Miami O. I

South Side Six
737 S. Main
Good Luck
Falcons against
O. U.
Illinois Q of Ohio Sfofe Q

Bee Gee
Bookstore

JCPfenney

All Your Required
Books & Supplies
1424 E. Wooster
Across from Harshman

Shop Mon., Thurs.,

136 S. Main
Fri. till 9 p.m.
Catalog
352-1555

Texas-El Pose Q of Brigham

Young Q

Central Mich. □ at Eastern Mich. □
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AAarketbasket survey shows price increases-|

COIJJMBUS (AP)-Milk and bread-long-time staples
in the Ohio Associated Press marketbasket survey-top
the consistent best seller list among grocery store
items checked for the monthly report.
The question to grocers turned up some oddities in a
month which saw prices inch up 1.1 per cent over the
previous month. The average cost of 16 items checked
among 16 Ohio cities at the end of October was $19.39, up
from $19.17 the previous month.
A year ago. the same shopping basket averaged $18.60
and iwo years ago the cost was $17.49.
In a check on seasonal items, tlie average cost of light-

heetwood
Prosecuting Attorney

weight turkeys was 74.5 cents over the past two months.
Fresh cranberries averaged 46.9 cents per pound.
Turkey prices increased fractionally as Thanksgiving
approached, but the pound of cranberries rose 3.6 cents,
about eight per cent, over the month
A SUPERMARKET in Steubenville reported its most
consistent best seller is spaghetti, macaroni and tomato
HUMS, the basics of many meat-stretching meals.
Another Steubenville store noted customers are buying
more baking supplies, apparently in anticipation of the
holiday season. The same store reported a decline in
popularity of prebaked goods.
Yet another eastern Ohio grocer reported that while a
sak on beef brought an avalanche of customers, ground
beef sales did not decline. He surmised that customers
generally are cutting high priced meats from their diets.
MEAT PRICES in the current Ohio survey either
declined or held their own. Hamburger per pound
declined 8 per cent and pork chops declined 4 per cent

FOR AMERICA'S
THIRD CENTURY
In
Wood

County

over the previous month. There was no change in the
average cost of chuck roast at 98.5 cents per pound or of
whole frying chicken at 59 cents per pound.
Milk, one of the best sellers reported by grocers,
declined in cost 8.4 per cent over the month, from an
average of 79 cents per half gallon Oct. 1 to 722 cents per
gallon Nov. 1.
During the check period the average cost of a pound of
stick margarine rose 1.5 per cent; peanut butter rose 2
per cent for a 12-ounce container, and a dozen medium
white eggs rose 3.8 per cent.
STORES in Youngstown and Steubenville reported
certain kinds of cigarettes are most popular. A
Steubenville store noted sales of nonfilter cigarettes
increase sharply each month about the time pensioners
receive Social Security checks.
The same Steubenville store reported large sales in
variety breads but reported sharp declines in sales of
most gourmet foods and ground coffee.

Bread prices zoomed up six per cent in the monthly
marketbasket report to become the leader in price gaim
on average.
Cost of 10 pounds of white potatoes rose an average of
3.4 per cent, a 49-ounce container of detergent rose 3 per
cent and a MW-ounce peck of chocolate chip cookies wa»
up 1 per cent.
Coffee continued to increase, up 3 per cent the past
month after rising 2 per cent the previous month. Lowest
price reported in Ohio for three pounds of coffee was $4.55
at Van Wert while the highest was $733 in Cleveland The
average among 16 cities was $6.17. Van Wert, Toledo and
Salem were the only cities reporting lower coffee price*
for the month.

SAVE THE NEWS

•—

Warren J.

John C.

Franklin

Lotz

Ault

Radeloff

Prosecutor

Commissioner

Commissioner

6s>j

\*/

Jerome H.

Ruth L.

Richard I.

Merrill "Bill"

Reynold A.

Ketzenbarger

Moulton

Davis

Wolfe

Hock

Recorder

Clerk of Courts

Sheriff

Treasurer

Common Pleas Judge

i

In
Columbus
Frederick H.

Edward

Ralph Locher
William A. Sweeney
Justice Ohio Supreme Court

James R.

Sours

Deering

Copley

State Representative
•3rd District

State Representative
84th District

State Senate
2nd District

..-'• 38

Clifford F. Brown
6th District
Court of Appeals

-*«*s

v-i

<*».

••4.1

In
Washington
Walter

Bruce

Howard M.

Jimmy

Edwards

Metzenbaum

Carter

iMondale

U.S. Senate

President

Vice President

Congrats

Thanks
to you
it works..;

FOR ALL

DEMOCRATS
JC. -.

P.-III.I-I

T

111

FOR INTEGRITY
SERVICE AND
PROGRESS

tM »»*>•*•*■ fc-,0«.01«0«<*.l HOOM-ai

• ••••••••*•••••••••**••*
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Title role actors form
a complementary team
Review by
BethRooney
Members of me Soviet
Politburo veto a
legislative measure by
raising their hands
during a recent session.
The Politburo was
formed nearly 59 years
ago after the communist
take-over of Russia and
is the official lawmaking body of the
Soviet Union.

Pink Pussycat owner denied review bid
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
Newport, Ky., nightclub
owner, convicted on
prostitution-related
charges
only
after
prosecutors found a
j customer who paid for sex
f by check, failed yesterday

//

in her bid for Supreme
Court review.
The court refused to
review the case of Callie
Blaine Eisner, fined $5,000
and sentenced to 18 months
in prison
for the
prostitution activities at

her
Pink
Pussycat
establishment.
She was convicted of
"using a facility of interstate commerce "-a
check from a customer's
Ohio bank-to promote
prostitution.

In Eisner's district court
trial, prosecutors introduced as evidence 15
checks signed by Jack
Trainer, identified as an
Ohio
resident
and
businessman who was a
frequent patron of the Pink

Pussycat.
THE MOVEMENT of
Trainer's checks from
Kentucky back to his Ohio
bank provided prosecutors
the jurisdictional basis for
accusing Eisner of Travel
Act violations.

"Eternity is a terrible
thought-when's it going to
end?"
That
line
from
"Rosencrantz
and
Guildenstem Are Dead,"
last weekend's Second
Season theater production,
illustrates the poignant
humor that typifies the
brilliant play by Tom
Stoppard.
The play was fantastically witty and funny,
with lines ranging from
word play to slapstick.
Most of the time the
audience was weak with
laughter in its seats, but
the play also had the power
to make it sit up and think.
MUCH OF THE credit
for the play's success goes
to the two performers with
the title roles: Joe Gunderman as Rosencrantz
and Mark R. Zimmerman
as Guildenstem. They are
a marvelously funny team,
and they complement each
other perfectly:
Gunderman with his unfailing

comedic timing, crazy hair
and even crazier antics;
Zimmerman with his
conservatism, sarcasm
and underplayed wit
Although
just
sophomores, the two
exhibited a professional
sense of stage presence
and gift for comedy.
Gunderman, in particular,
seemed natural and
uninhibited. He may be
Jack Benny's heir to the
classic double-take. He
must possess one of the
most expressive faces on
campus and he used it to
good advantage.
Although Zimmerman
started out rather stiffly,
he soon wanned to the
audience's laughter. One
troublesome practice was
his habit of not looking at
the person whom he was
addressing. Also, he often

was directed to stand in a
poorly-lit corner of the
stage.
Gunderman's only
problem seemed to be an
urge to laugh which came
upon him when the lines
were
particularly
hilarious.
B.J. Whitehouse made
an outstanding debut on
the University stage. His
portrayal of The Player
was eloquent, brash, naive,
yet worldly. His overblown
gestures and richly rolling
voice suited exactly his
characterization of the
father player who knows
everything instinctively.
Director Dr. Charles
Boughton blew a breath of
fresh air on the stagnant
campus
with
this
refreshing and funny show.

Cheetwood
Prosecuting Attorney

Ptonul *&mmmm* I

Justice is action—not words."

Al Aniifoni County Prosecutor Werren counseled locel
ichool boerdt and their superintendents like Henry
Zefeorn.ok o* North ftoltimore-

A« lowing Green's Municipal Court ProMCu*or Warren lorn

Warren lo'i tincoroty bd«v« that the Prosecuting Attorney

respont<b-l-tiei «nctude *>• prochco) tfo-mng o* and oduconon of
logo! mtv-mi from f U low School o» well a* the <ity* c<im-noi <"orfc.

ton do o good (Ob only by hooping in tooth with ovory
Wood County cormriunity-*K|ud<ng IG SU

Warrvn and hit wife, f volyn Louise (' loo") hove rhro* daughter!
Sman Joyco and Deboreh. Dob It engoged to Merit Stukey.

Warren Lotz
is qualified and experienced.
o Practicing Attorney (Groduate of the University of Tolodo law School).
o Currently Prosecutor of the bowling
Green Municipal Court.
• Throe (3) years at Assistant Wood County
Prosecutor handling criminal and civil
• Member of the Wood County, Ohio Stele
and American lor Associations.
• Member of tha Amorlccn Trlel lawyers
Association.

Warren is e Center Township Trustee. Me elso was counsel to his fellow
trustees while serving In the Prosecuting Attorney's office. (A Troy
Twp. Trustees meeting is shewn ebave.)

• Member ef the Ohio Acedemy of Trlel
Lawyers.
• Member of the Protocoling Attorneys
Aiiocletlon
• Attended nstm+nvt seminars of the Criminal legal education Institute.
• Attended Northwestern University Prosecutor i School.
• Registered Professional Engineer (Graduate of the University ef Illinois).
e Twenty (20) years aiaarlance In business
and engineering.

Warren Lotx
has a proven record of community service.
• Trustee of Center Township (currently
serving hit 7th yeer).
e World War II U.S. Navy vataran.
• Member of Pembervllle American Legion.
• Member of the Wood County and Ohio
Township Trutteet end Clerks Association.
• Member of the Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce.

• Member of the Wood County Form bureau,
e Member of the Netlonol Society of Profettlonaf Engineeri
• Member of the Amateur Tropthootlng
Aisaclatlon.
e Member of the eowllng G-een Stata University Falcon Club
• Member of numerous fratarnal organise-

Warren Lotz
possesses maturity and has a stake in
Wood County.
tAge —4t
• Wil. — Evol»n Loulta ("ton")
■ 3 Daoghrart — Joyco. Dohorah ond Susan.

• Own. ham* ot II540 KrwiMr Rood.
• Attondt II. Mark', lutheron Church In
■owling GIMI

Warren Lotz
is a man of innovations and ideas.
»A wktlm/wttnotl Information prof ram It
naodod which keept mo Innocent at wall
Informed about a criminal procoodlng al
Iho ollogod criminal

;:
Warron Ion ho* tha courtroom
..parlance naodod In tha Prat.
ocutor'i aMca. Ha hai both criminal and civil o.porionco

Warron hoi practiced before tha
Ohio Court of Appaall tha Ohio
luaremo Court, tha Fodorol Oiltrkt Court ot wall at Municipal
and Common Ptaai Court*

Warren Lotz

a lava totpayor ■ child lupport dollar* by
cooperating with tha now fodorol program to lacata and Identify runaway outof-•tata obtontoa lothort and oat thorn to
pay for tha Iuaport of thalr chlldron.

Warron goat wharo hot naodod. Ha llitant batter. Ha foliow. through I

(LOTZI
•tOSKUIO*

DEMOCRAT

Prosecuting Attorney
Paid for by tha Lou riimililin Committee, Jeckeon L. Midet. Cheaper eon. 123 Eeot Coun Street. Bowling Green. Ohio 43*02.-Poetical Aefrortioornont.

Warren It new bowling Green'• Attltiant City Attorney (Municipal
Court Praeecvtor). Ha wo. oppolntod by dry Attorney Patrick Crewley
to handla tha clty't criminal work.
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ACROSS

64 Partner of above

1 Lsiyte's neighbor
Puces & items effective
at Bowling Green Kroger

You can

15 Cupid
16 Famous French
magazine
17 Unerring
19 Biblical land, jn
Ethiopia
20 Abstained
21 Emulates Marcel
Marceau
22 Certain legislators, for short
23 Fragrant
25 NCO
28 Farm enclosure
30
the least
31 Cheese

complain
to high

REASONS
STUDENTS
shop KROGER

heaven..

CONVENIENT 1

HECK CASHING:

Check cashing with a breeze Fill out application while you
shop—receive your special card within one week No
problem
No hassle
No Worry1

4
5
6
7

Clock part
Backslide
Cart, old style
Ornamental bead

8

rule

9 Before: Poet
10 Buoyant

11 Rudiments

37 Kirgiz mountain
range
38 Coral islet

but
write
a letter
to the

12 Vice-Presidential
first name
13 Minimum
18 Itemizes
21 Flying insect
24 Period

40 Nothing, in
Segovia
41 Leather
worker

25 Young oyster
26 Star-studded per
formance
27 Becomes known
by degrees
29 Beast of burden

44 Sports figure
47 Bred
49 Texas campus:
Abbr.

50 Fern, title

45
46
48
51

32 Clergymen
33 Fresh

51 Askew
54 London network

35
36
39
42
43

56 Typewriter type
57 Shameful
62 Slush

editor

63 Kept within
bounds

Glowing coal i
Confidentially
Lower
Shade of yellow

52 Shade of green

Stettin's river
Kind of rubber
Teens: Abbr
Indian
Coral

53 Railroad car
55 Heat. Lai.

58 Try. Colloq
59 Become hazy
60 Siberian river
61 Whirlpool
tht Karlv Roman datr

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Drop in anytime you want
night 01 day Open 8AM Mon
day thru Midnight Saturday Sunday 8AM to 9 P M

Imported and Domestic Wines and Beers plus all popular
and imported heers Naturally 3 2 V beer available on Sun
days

DOWN
1 Commotion
2 Tops
3 Vex: CoUoq

34 Room at

OPEN 24 HOURS:

COLD BEER & WINE:

66 WiUow
36 Body of water
67 Suffix with sad
and glad
68 Word expressing
action
69 Marshal

6 Living
10 Existing
14 Cloth

bv Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
ITS w use,
ZONKERI IF
VENTVRASTD
BESTOPPERONE]
OFUSHASTO

>tVJfc
60NNA

Thanks to you
it works...

mtt

BUTWHY

LACEYMVENPORT, PLEASE..

ILW.UHV

WNKbR.l

Musrrr JUST DONT nave
WWUt THE SUPPORT!

OH. FOR
tm>!&m.t<itBm
oar THERE: nesew menus. PETES SAKE.
YOUR SUPPORT' IT'S ZONKER' &NNY, THEYHE
DEEP! ITS BROAD ! IT mmABOUT MAPATF0RD,
COMES FROM ALL
THE KUSf
NOT 10V!
'.UALKSOF

NO, mis
/c 71JC

Utet'oEAHR*

lAov.m
l TAKE A

FOR All
OF US
..SO. LAGX THAT'S me
DHEtmVEFINDOURSEtVESINHHESSOteOF
US DROPS OUT, THE VOTERS
6EZJ*OM0R£)&IRS0F
• f^X PHILIP VENTURA!

NOW. JJSTAMHM, y£W»5 f~*_
LADY! LACEY HAS BEEN
(,■
RUNMN6fm THATSEATF0R
TUUVE IMfft'ANP NO ONE
IN THIS COMMUNITY IS MORE
OESBd/MOFIT!

I REALIZE THAT, MR.
DAVENPORTi THATSUHY
I CAME HERE ID TELL.
YOUR WIFE THAT I AM

mwRAmeFROM
,

THF.RACEi\

.
. r .

OH..
DEAREST,
„_
F0R6IVE MAYBE XXI
&&
MY TUO COULD LEM ™™
CENTS. US ALONE FOR JH?i
'
A MINUTE..
NOBLE'

UnibedWiay

iv^iBSJ?.-

ABORTION
$125.00

Classifieds

TOLL FREE 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

1-800-438-5534

Clover Valley

HAIR REPAIR

CW
SUGAR

II GALLON
II ICE CREAM
144

69 cy

-.... ' >*>• *«»r,s.

Carton T I

vViJtU

w 999'

Any Siza Package

1

persons

interested

In

playing

In

one of

the

3

University Concert Bands, contact Mr. John J. Deal,
Ass't. Director of Bands. (101 Music Bldg.. 10073)
Being a music major is not a prerequisite.

Thousands ol Topics

Goiu-Rye Karate Club meeting, public for new mem
bers. Open to public. Rm. 201 Hayes Hall. 11 P.M.
Active Christians Today. Fellowship Meeting, open to
all. Commons Northeast, 7 P.M.

BUSINESS

Kwick Krisp
BACON

Tuesday, November?. 1*74

Send lot your up-todete. 160
paqe. mail order catalog Enclose
SI.00 to rover postage and
handling

Our research paper) a e *old for
research purposes only

"Not less Then BOX Leen

GROUND
CHUCK

RESEARCH

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
1132? I0AHO AVE ,| 206
LOS ANGEfES. CALIF 90026
• 2131 477 8474

MX"-

Deg, to you and Bob on
your
OSU
Sigma
Nu
pinning. Love, the Alpha
Phi's.

All

Any Flavor

I
■

CAMPUS CALENDAR

OPPORTUNITY

Stuff Envelope:
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston,Mass. 02110

SERVICES OFFERED

Call Jeff 3531313.

RESEARCH
PAPERS Our
catalog allows you quick
access to 5,000 quality
research studies, a virtual
library at your fingertips.

Babysitter-3 children 7:305 30 Mon. thru Thurs .

Send 11 (for mailing) to
PACIFIC RESEARCH, Suit.
s. S330 Roosevelt Way
NE. Seattle, w A 91105
EMPA
Emotional
and
Material Pregnancy Aid.
We care. 353 4314 Mon.
ft Frt. 1-3 P.M.; Tu.s..
wed.,
P.M.

Thurs.

lilt ■till

Expert typing, reasonable
rates, call 351 7303.

7:30-17:30 Fn.
Angela
Bell. 131 7th, Apt. t.

PROSECUTOR

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339*
310 Franklin Street
Boston,Mass. 02110

was

The Baby Owls are excited
and proud to be a part of
the
Chi Omega family
tree. Luv ya, the New Chi
O mega Pledges.
Coeds to model for Photo
Contest.
Top
prue
SS.00O. For information
send photo and into to
LARRY,
P.O. BOX 404,
Maumee. Ohio 43537.
Available:
9.story 4 4
million dollar building tor

1 F. needed to subl. wtr.
House near campus. S4Smo. 353 3t41.

research a study.
Focal
point
of
academic
co mm un ity.
90,000
volumes,
375,000

Subl. for 1, 3, 3 F. Campus
Manor. Wtr., sprg. 3534301.
1 F. rmmte. needed. Own
rm., fum. apt., utll. Ridge
ManorlSl-Mll.

government
documents,
4,100 penodicals.
Open
on a limited hourly basis
to undergrads, graduate
students
and
facutfy
members who wish to
pursue
educational
oblectives. For further Info,
visit the Library.

HELP WANTED
LOST:
Man's
Inlaid
turquo
copper profile,
and moon. Call

ring part
1st
with
silvi r star
353 its?.

REWARD.

Paid Political Ad

The pledge day tea
the best ol the yearl

1,3 F. rmmte. to subl. apt.
wtr. A sprg. qtrs. Buff
Apts. CBll 353 441$.

LOST*. FOUND

L0TZI

* Betas, the Phi's had a
blast, with pi's and b.er.

LOST:
On. woman's
Rhapsody Royal watch:
reward. Call 373-5431.
LOST:
s mo. eld Irish
Setter.
Answers
to
"Casey.'' If found call 153llll
or
REWARD.

Looking for experienced
cooks.
parttime
hours
avail.
Apply in person
between
l-s
P.M.
Ponderosa Steak House,
1544 E. Wooster.

1 M. needed to swbl.
single rm. for wtr., sprg.
1*3* E W.aster (across
from Rodgers). 1333-qtr.

SIG
EPS your haunted
house was really great.
Thanks for
The Brims.

inviting

us.

DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT
W EDDING RINGS:

array of ring settings
gold or platinum.
SAVEA»
by
buying direct from
leading
diamond
im
porter. Purchase by mail,
phone orfrom showroom.
For color catalog send Si,to
SMA
Diamond .
Importers, Inc.. Box 41....
Fanwood.
N.J.
07011 ,
(indicate name of school).,- >
or call (101) 9447975. ,
(31D4I1-1190. (315IL03- .';■'
1141 or (409) 779-1050 for,.-..
location
of
showroom nearest you.
:■>

Mountain dulcimer.
455-3431.

1;,

.

miles. Very good cond. ran.
Asking S400. Pti. B74-«S1B -.;.
afters.

HOT,

FOR RENT
■: I
1 M. rmmte. needed tej,.;.j,
subl. apt. wtr. a sprg. qtrs. ■ .
University Courts. C lo s.,. 1'.'I
to campus. Cell 3S3-«S7S.;W

*-i

1 M. needed to subl. apt.
immed. Own bdrm. CallafterS :30. 353-7404.

PERSONALS

10 spa. lightweight bike.
4 mos. old.
Like new
Hardly ridden.
Calf Rob

Sleeping rooms
151 9371.

A big congratulations to
Lit and Duana on your
Oamma Phi Beta-Slgma
Alpha
Epsilon
engagement
Love, the
Oamma Phis.

353-7433 evenings.

3 rm. apt.

■ 71 turntable.

Manual ar

Now

Automatic.

New

Congrats,

Ph.

'47 Dodge. 41.000 actua»-:

FOR SALE

pint

a
Up to

50 per cent discount lo
students, faculty, a staff
(full or part-time). '4 ct.
»7S. '1 Ct. 5350, «« ct.
S49S. 1 Ct. 5445.
Vast

car.
Apply Dino's Pilia
Pub. alter4 P.M.

•

Must Sell!

'

fee, ]
Preferred Props, houses a,,,..
apts. torrent. 353 9374. ,.-.'!

Drivers needed with own

1I7-1141.

WANTED

Make no "bones"about it.
See you Nov. 3rd. Capt.
Kirk.

tndge. SIOO.
Call 353 4131.

Fender
Super Reverb
Amplifier 5300. Call Ruts
at 373-0017.

car

Fun bath

min. from campus.
anytime 333-9KS.
Haven

House

Calf

Manor

openings. 3 bdrm fum., 9.• 13 mos. leases.
Call
151 9171.

After third at CCC

Harriers aim for conference title
By Dive Smerctni
Sports Writer

ceptionally welL This will be good
for him confidence-wise. He was
right behind (Tom) Duites (WMU).
He knows he can stay with (Jeff)
Shoemaker (BSU). Those are the
people he'll have to stay with this

i

KENT-Could it really happen?
Could a Bowling Green team really
win a Mid-American Conference
(MAC) Championship?
■ Well, the way theBG cross country
feam performed Saturday at the
Central Collegiate Conference (CCC)
Championships here makes them a
definite favorite to grab the title
Saturday at the MAC Championship
meet at Ball State University (BSU).
The harriers finished third at the
.OCX's, with 94 points. They trailed
powerhouses Michigan, 48 points,
and Penn State, 51.
But more importantly, they
defeated MAC rivals Western
Michigan University (WMU), which
had 108, and Eastern Michigan
University (EMU), with 142.

"I WOULD HAVE been a lot
happier if Duites wasn't ahead of
me," Lurm said "But I'd rather be
behind this week rather than next"
Gary Desjardins was the next BG
finisher, and was pleased with his
11th place finish in 25:07.
"I was shooting for the top 10,"
Desjardins said. "The course was
rough. There were rocks sticking out
of the dirt That made for rough
running. I personally like rolling
hills."
The course for the MAC Championship has lots of nii-e rolling hills.
The third Falcon, Kevin Ryan was
23rd Paul Emery had another good
day, finishing 27th while Pete
Murtaugh completed the BG scoring
by coming in 29th.
"Ryan, Emery and Murtaugh ran
good races. But they can run better," said Brodt. "This week they'll
have to. They have to put the
Western kids that they ran with
behind them."

"OVERALL, it wasn't too bad,"
oaid BG coach Mel Brodt. "We have
a little regrouping to do. Our sixth
and seventh men weren't up where I
hoped they'd have been"
But things weren't that bad. The
time between first and fifth Falcon
men was only 56 sconds, the smallest
time gap on any team.
And Bob Lunn led the Falcons with
a fourth-place finish, covering the
five-mile course in 24:48.
"He ran real well." Brodt said.
"With half a mile to go he was in
eighth place. He came in ex-

THE OTHER two BG runners. Dan
Dunton and Gary Little, were 38th
and 40th, respectively.
Dunton is known for strong per-

formances in the MAC meet. The
last two years he has finished
seventh and fifth.
"Dunton's a MAC man," said
teammate Lunn. "He'll run tough
next week."
"You never know, it's good that he
(Dunton) was sixth man, otherwise
he might not be running," said Brodt.
"Dan Cartledge ran well Friday
under adverse conditions. He'll
probably take Gary's (little) place
Saturday. That makes for a healthy
situation The seventh man is always
in jeopardy, no matter what happens.
It keeps them honest"
LOOKING forward to the MAC,
Brodt said he thinks his team has an
even shot at bringing back BG its
first MAC crown since the spring of
1973.
"It's gonna be a real dog fight," he
said.
BG will be in that fight with Ball
State and Western Michigan, and
possibly Eastern Michigan.
"Everyone seems to have one or
two top men. This meet will see who
has the top three, four and five men,"
Brodt said. "The middle men will
decide the race. I think it's good. It
makes for a team effort."
And, the team has a very positive
attitude going into the meet.
"The team's shaping up" Lunn
said after Saturday's run "This
meet will give us a good attitude at
practice this week, and in this week's
race.

■ ThiS'GHiwi

NFL players, owners to meet
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Booters defeated again
By dreg Smith
Assistant Spurts Editor
The Falcon soccer team did its part in BG's "black"
Saturday, dropping 1-0 heartbreaker to Ohio University
IOUI for their fifth one-goal defeat of the year.
THE LOSS destroys the possibility for the Falcons'
sixth straight winning season. BG is now 4-6-1 with only
one game remaining against Michigan State.
"We played a very, very poor second half," said a
disappointed BG coach Mickey Cochrane. "We just quit
in the second half. We quit hustling. We quit talking. We
quit moving the ball. We quit everything. It was a very
frustrating game to watch.
"There was too much individualism out on the Beld
with a lot of people just standing around. OU just took us
to the cleaners in the second half."
BOB ALARCON, who has won only one game all
season, shut out the Bobcats in the first half before OU's
Mike Roughna scored the game's only goal with 20:15
remaining.

"Bobby just played a super ballgame," Cochrane said.
"We're just letting him down. It's very frustrating for
him to play as well as he did and sti 11 get beat."
Alarcon had four saves for BG, while Bob Joyce had
five saves for OU, now 3-6-2 for the year.
BOWLING GREEN outshot the Bobcats 21-14 and had
three good chances in the first half, which the Falcons
dominated. But all failed
"We weren't hungry enough for the goals," Cochrane
said. "We were beaten by another inferior team We
didn't have many sustained drives. It's been a very
frustrating season with a lot of downs and ups.
' 'We suffered some injuries in the OU contest but I don't
know how serious they are," Cochrane said "But that's
what you get, when you don't play hard just a lot of injuries."

. The Bowling Green
women's volleyball team
upped its season record to
56 Saturday by recording
.two victories, at Ohio
Northern University's
'(ONU) quadrangular
'match.
. The somewhat inconsistent Falcons downed
'the host Polar Bears, 156,
•11-14,15-11.
i Northern sported a
.relatively young squad
consisting mainly of
'sophomores, and in the
'first game just could not
return the powerful BG
serves. But in the second
'game the Ladybirds,
•ahead 10-0, fell apart and
,lost, 11-14, when time ran
out. The third game was
dose but ONU could not
put it together to defeat the
faltering Falcons.
AGAINST
Ohio
University, Bowling Green
,liad little difficulty toppling the Bobcats in the
straight games, 156,15-11.

"I felt good about the
way we played," head
coach Pat Peterson said.
"It's been an up and down
year for all the teams this
season, but it felt good to
win.
We played well,
although it was sporadic."
One of the few consistent
Ohio teams seems to be
Wright State University
(WSU i, when defeated the
Falcons in two hard-hitting
games, 6-15,6-15.
The Raiders, 17-6, werea
deceptively good team,
Peterson said They were
not real strong hitters or
very hard servers, just an
all-around consistent
squad

WSU had beaten the
Falcons earlier this year
and spoiled BG's attempt
to even the score.
I DONT think we played
good against Wright
State," Peterson said
"I feel we should have
given them a better match
even though we only had a
20-minute break between
games.

"All of our matches were
physically
and
psychologically tough
And though we are in good
condition, we were just
drained when we faced
Wright State."

ftOSECUTOt

Representatives for the
National Football League
owners and players union
agreed yesterday to seek
solutions to their long
dispute over a new contract in view of two recent
court rulings dealing with
the reserve system and the
draft.
The
two
groups
established four subcommittees to discuss
major issues which have
kept them apart on a new
collective bargaining
agreement since the old
contract expired Jaa 31,
1974.

The subcommittees,
which will hopefully report
back by Dec. 1, will concern themselves with the
draft and the option
compensation,
pensions
and insurance, grievance
procedures, player contracts and legal issues.
After the three-hour
meeting, Commissioner
Pete Rozelle said "the tone
was basically healthy, both
sides indicating they would
like
to
have
an
agreement."
Lou Saban. who resigned
as head coach of the
Buffalo Bills the middle of
last month, accepted a
position as athletic

director at the University
of Cincinnati.
Saban said that his
contract b for four or five
years.

Golf
Mark Hayes put together
a five-under-par 66 and
scored his second victory
of the season in the raindelayed windup of the
PensicoU Open Golf
Tournament, the last individual event on the tour
this year.

Chess

invited back to the
chessboard.
The International Chess
Federation decided Sunday to ask the U.S. grandmaster to compete for the
right to challenge world
chess champion Anatoly
Karpov of the Soviet
Union.
Fischer abandoned the
world championship when
he refused to play unless
rules for the title tournament were changed.

Read
the

Bobby Flacker has been

sports

ATTENTION:
$100.00 Deposit

• ••
Tomorrow night at 6:30
the
Ladybirds host
Cedarville College in
Anderson
Arena.

Cheetwood
Prosecuting Attorney

Due Wednesday
Nov. 3, 1976

PoHolUwtWKM I

• Aruba-Dec. Ilth-I8th
Stop In To:
JEANS and
FLANNELS $3.99

Limited Seating Remains
SANEBCK
WEST
Mini Mall

Jewelry, Gifts & Paraphernalia

LOTZ)

By The Associated Press

COCHRANE, whose career soccer coaching record is
now 99-99-20, didn't know what effect the OU loss will have
on his booters for Friday's season finale.
But for all practical purposes the season ended with a 10 defeat in Athens Saturday.

Women netters up record to 5-6
BySueCaser
Sports Writer

Bowling Green runners Kevin Ryaa (left), Gary Desjardins and Gary' Little race
up a hill on the University Golf room. The barriers will make their bid for a
MAC crown Saturday at Muscle, Ind.

Trio
Sports in Brief

Sports
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Falcons fall from MAC contention, 38-28

Bill Estep

Late BG mistakes aid Central win
ByBBIEstep
Sports Editor

Sorry Nehlen, we're
not BG cheerleaders
Bowling Green coach Don Nehlen slapped Dk* Rees
(News associate sports editor) on the back and said,
"Running that Homecoming edition was the beat thing
you could have done for our football team. And that
orange color was great"
But that was three weeks ago following the Kent State
Homecoming game. You all remember, the last time
Nehlen's forces won a football game. Nice memories
aren't they? A Mid-American Conference (MAC) victory,
Doyt L. Perry Stadium half-filled to capacity.
Two last-quarter mistake-ridden losses later, Nehlen
wore a different hat in the lonely Stadium tunnel
Saturday afternoon while briefing the news media.

Dave Preston off-tackle. Mark Miller back to pass.
Mistakes. Another last-minute rally falls short. Another
Mid-American Conference (MAC) loss.
Sound familiar? It is.
The Falcon football squad, still smarting from a twopoint loss to Miami the week before, utilized a new bunch
of mistakes to drop two things Saturday at Perry
Stadium: A 38-28 MAC loss to Central Michigan and
league championship contention.
Last week it was sideline confusion that cost BG a
victory at Oxford. But Saturday it was two penalties
within the game's final four minutes that sent Don
Nehlen's club reeling with 5-3 overall and 3-2 MAC
records.
Characteristically behind, BG narrowed the gap to 3128 with 5:40 left with a three-yard scamper by tailback
Preston. Miller's pass to tight end Dennis Wakefield,
starting in place of injured TomSaleet, added two more.

THE scattered crowd of less than 2,000 fans left from a
lowly game gathering of 8,574, knew better than leave.
Remember Toledo. Remember Kent State. Remember
Miami.
But no one, except the Chippewa throng, wanted to
remember this game's final minutes.
A 22-yard pass from quarterback Ron Hummel.
making his first start in three weeks, and a BG face mask
penalty-the first mistake-took the ball to the BG 33.
Four plays later, Rade Svaich attempted a 46-yard field
goal at the 3:19 marker. The kick fell off wide left. But
wait, BG was called for roughing the kicker-the second
mistake.
Five plays and 14 yards later, Central had another
seven points and the game in hand.
"ONE OF our boys got overexcited and screwed it up,"
Nehlen said of the nameless player guilty of the roughing
infraction. "And the play right before the half..it was a
freakFreak or not, middle guard Peter Daad's 56-yard

AFTER NUMEROUS questions concerning the game
itself, I asked Nehlen what effect the tiny throng of 8,574
fans had on his football team. And what about the last
quarter, when less than 2,000 rain-soaked fans remained?
"It didn't bother us," Nehlen claimed. "We haven't
had the support all season. We're used to no one coming
to our games.
"You know that, BID," Nehlen said. "You guys (the
News) haven't supported us all year."

"THIS IS a very emotional sport," Central coach Roy
Kramer said of his squad's slow start "I was pounding
on our defensive unit on the sidelines trying to get them
ready.
• "Our biggest problem on offense was getting the option
going," said Kramer, whose teams plays on artifical
turf at home. "We just couldn't make the cuts on the
grass."
Nothing bothered Central in the second quarter. Its 28
points scored proved that.
But then another mistake-a blocked Greg Kampe punt
by Dennis Starnes set up one Chippewa score.
Of course, there were the regular offensive backfield
heroics. like Mark Miller's 176-yards passing and two
touchdownsand Dave Preston's 143 yards rushing and two
MAC records (for career TDs rushing and rushing attempts) and one tied (for career TDs).
But once again all that was lost in the dust, or defeat if
you like-again there's no looking back for the Falcons,
just another MAC outing Saturday with Ohio University.

Women harriers lose
close three-way meet

Nehlen, a cramp in his leg, continued to nervously kick
his muddy shoes into the concrete floor, repeating "I'm
sick, I'm skk."
Yes coach, I think you may be. I think it's called the Bo
Schembechler disease.

The women's cross country team showed marked
improvement over its season-opener against Central
Michigan and Eastern Michigan, but not quite enough.
The Falcons lost by 25 points in this year's opener
against the Chippewas. At Saturday's triangular at
Eastern, BG lost by 13 (22-35).

YOU REMEMBER Schembechler. Michigan football
coach. Highpowered recruiting. Football, football. Beat
Ohio State.
Nearly a month ago Schembechler publicly said,
"Sportswriters should be fans of the teams they
cover."
Rah, rah Think orange (again). Cheerleading. Is that
what Nehlen is asking for?
Oh yes, it's an easy trap to fall into. Free tickets, good
quotes, endless gifts. They are all there for the taking for
a "good" sportswriter who writes pleasant things about
the team.
He ignores the unpleasant news items. Like when three
assistant football coaches are charged with a criminal
offense. The Bowling Green Daily Sentinel-Tribune will
ignore it. So will The Toledo Blade. The BG News won't.

THE HURONS, who whipped the Falcons by 23 points
before, managed to beat BG by 11 this time around, 22-33.
Eastern also swept the triangular by nipping Central.
' 'The weather was a little chilly, but all three teams ran
well and matched up pretty well" Bowling Green coach
Dave Williams said. "We showed a definite improvement
from the beginning of the season over the weekend. We
would have liked to have won, but you can't have
everything.
"I'm real happy-we really did well despite losing both
ends of the meet," he said.
All three teams placed their five runners among the top
15. The Hurons had the first two, the Chips numbers three
and four and the Falcons numbers five and six.

ITS BEEN said campus newspapers are of a radical
origin. It's been said many of us are just learning. We
don't know anything. We're always negative.
Hate mail has been hitting our sports desk daily. Some
signed, some unsigned. I'm sure it wont stop now. But at
least we have the guts to put our name on a by-lined story.
I'm sorry Dick Young. I'm sorry Don Nehlen. Our job
is to be objective, not to be a public relations tool.
Sure we don't succeed all the time. But who succeeds at
their job continuously. Right Nehlen? At least most of us
can count to four.

return of a Miller pass interception (after Miller's arm
was hit by CMlTs defensive tackle Steve Smallbore) with
no time left brought an unusual first-half to a finish with
CMU up, 28-14.
Unusual you say? W*U, the Falcons jumped off to a
quick 140 first quarter lead behind scores by Preston
(six-yard run) and Willie Mathews (17-yard pass from
Miller).
But it didn't last long.

N*»>photo b. Mind, Milhooo

Record-setter

The main man In the Falcon running attack, Dave Preston churns for yardage on
one of his 35 carries in Saturday's loss to Central Michigan. The senior tailback
set a MAC career mark for touchdowns rushing, tied a MAC record for total
career touchdowns and set a league career mark for most rushing carries.

BETSY MILLER was BG's first finisher at 19:38. while
Gail Billett was just behind 'or sixth place (19:41).
Eastern's sweep shocked the Falcons, but even more so
the Chips, who had handled the Hurons easily throughout
the season, including that opening triangular at BG.
Next for the harriers is an 11:30 a.m. home dual meet
with Ohio State on Saturday. That ends the regular
season, but a few runners still have a chance at competing in the nationals at the University of Wisconsin on
Nov. 13.

Falcon icers recover from slow opening period to sweep Guelph
ByBDIEstep
Sports Editor
Who was Falcon hockey coach Ron
Mason trying to kid when he labeled
Guelph University a "tough" opponent?
No one. And even after the local
icers had swept the Gryphons 8-1 and
9-2 last weekend, Mason and his club
were still singing the losers' praise.
How could they?
Well, if you saw the first period of
Friday night's opener, you'd know
why.
Guelph, with four games and a 2-2
record under its belt, fought BG to 0-0
standstill.

"I TOLD the people at the Meet the
Team banquet last Tuesday," Mason
said, "not to expect us to blow them
off the ice."
And the Falcons didn't, thanks to
only one preseason scrimmage, lack
of game timing and a superb firstperiod performance by Guelph goalie
Barry Ashby, who turned away 11
Falcon shots.
But Bowling Green's Mike Liut, the
senior netminder who led the nation
in goals against average last season
and made his first BG appearance
against Guelph four years ago, did
the same.
"If they had scored two goals in
that first period," said junior center

Mike Hartman, who scored the
game's final goal and also netted an
assist, "the series could have gone
the other way. And we had superb
goaltendlng. Mike just kept us in the
game."
SO WHAT turned the first game
and series in the Falcons favor? It
was a goal by Jack Lalne at the 6:57
mark of the middle period and a
change of strategy.
"We made changes at the end of
the (first) period," Mason said.
"Our forwards were getting too far
ahead of the puck. We needed deeper
drops by the forwards and the
defense to be in tighter."

Mason, who has now swept every
opening series here, got that and
much more-like four goals each
period, two by winger Byron Shutt.
"Last night (Friday), Laine's goal
was no great goal," Hartman said,
"but a goal's a goal and it got us
going."
Lalne agreed.
"EVERYONE knew it was going to
take time,'' he claimed.
But Laine's initial goal of the
series, which seemed forever
corning, hit Guelph quickly.
"Harty (Hartman) shot the puck in
front of the net and I junped on it"
said Lalne who scored from behind

the net. "I put a stick on it and it hit
off the back of the goalies pad. That
goal sure loosened us up."
Judging from the remainder of the
series, he must have been right.
"Sure we blew them off the ice
Friday," Hartman said, "but you
have to leave off and start again the
next night. There's no room for a
letup. Just look at the third period,
they beat us."
There wasn't any letup. John
Mavity tallied from Mark Wells and
John Markell at the 4:53 mark of the
first period to open Saturday's
scoring. And by the final period, with
Al Sarachman adequately manning
the nets, the Falcons again had the

game on ice with a 7-1 lead behind a
pair of goals and an assist by Hartman.
And as the team cruised through
the locker room all smiles following
Saturday's finale, Mason continued
to praise Guelph.
"No question, they are a heck of a
lot better," he claimed. "There'rea
scrappy hockey team''
Just not scrappy enough
SAVES-Luit, who had 23 saves
Friday, won the Rink Rat award as
the outstanding player in the
series..Shutt was second and John
Markell, who recorded a goal and
four assists in the series.was third.

••wnjpfiolo by Mtndy MHNgon

Harty' goes after one of his three goals

Ml.i.whtclu by

Byron Shutt (24) flips in a goal after assist from John Markell (14)
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